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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUOTION 
STATEMEllT OF TH'.8 PROBLE24 
The original purpose of this thesis appears uncaap11-
cated. Stated simply, it involves an investigation into the 
relationships between intelligence and the problems ot children. 
Many problems appeared in undertaking this investigation, the 
careful and detailed ~alysls of these is discussed in succeed-
ing chapters. This chapter is intended to clearly indicate the 
author's hypothesis and to demonstrate the nature of· the prob-
lems involved in attempting to show the relationsh1ps between 
the intelligence and the number and kinds of problem.s of child-
rene 
The hypothesis which prompted this investigation is 
sim.ple. The postulation is that the more intelligent individual 
has'fewer problems because of the fact of his intelligence. The 
converSe is also probable. that is, the lower the intelligence, 
the greater tl~ number of problems of the individual. 
The hypotheSiS as stated above is not complete. 
It may also be true that the more intelligent pers"on has a 
greater number.of problems to face, but can solve them more 
1 
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rapidly and: adequately because of' his higher intellectual. func-
tioning. The variations or deviHtiona from the hypothesis will 
be discussed in the chapters to tollow. 
The overall issue resolves itaelt into two components. 
The first component concerns the relatIonship between intelli-
gence and the number of problems of children. The second por-
tion ot the Investigation concerns the relationship between 
intelligence and the kinds of problems of children. These two 
aspects are treated both individually and collectively in the 
material to tollow. 
Two different testa Were used to decide the nature of 
the above relationships. The tests were administered to the 
same individual, and then the individual reports were compared. 
The first test to be administered was the Primary Mental Abili-
ties Test, designed :for the eleven to seventeen age group. This 
test yields a measure of' the intelligence of an individual. The 
intelligence is expreSsed both as a prof!le and as an I.Q. 
The second test to be administered to the groups was 
the Detroit Adjustment ~nventory. The title of the test is 
"Telling \fuat ! Do", and it involves 120 test items concerning 
proble~ns which children commonl,. meet. 
Mtar administering the S6 two tests to one hundred 
grade school children, the data were scrutinized so that both 
· ~ 'T, 3 
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the intelligence and the ld.nds and. number or problems of e hildrea 
were available. Several statistical techniques were aop11ed to 
the data so ~~t the relationships between the number of problema 
of children and their intelli3enoe, as well as the kinds of prob. 
lema of children and their intelligence could be demonstrated. 
Several 1mportant problems appeared in oonnection with 
the work. Among these was the problem of sampling, or selec-
tion of the grmlp. In consideration of this problem, subJeots 
were seleoted from -twelve difte'!'ent grade ,schools and trom five 
different social centers. One stratif'ieation in the selection 
of' subjects resulted from selecting only ohildren from the ages 
of eleven to fourteen. This necessarily meant that the majority 
of children selected were neventh and eighth grade pupils. 
Another probl~ ooncerned the ability of the subjeots 
to read the test mater~Bls. Cases of child.ron who had known 
reading difficulties Were omitted from this study, since these 
oases could invalinate the results. It was necessary to deter-
mine which chIldren had reading d1ftioul ties, and to eliminate 
these from the study. A check was made with school authoritios 
wherever possible to isolate these ohildren with known reading 
cl1ffloulties, so that this varia.ble would be controlled. 
The problem ot uniform test ad.m.inlstration,. whUe 
Co=non to all psychologioal investigat1ons, WQS unique in the 
4 
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present study because of the small Groups tested. and because 
each group had to be given two different tests. A fuller dis-
cussion of this problem 1s presented in Ohapter IV. 
Every attempt has been made in the present work to 
el1:rninate known variables which would invalidate the results of 
the experiment. The chapters to follow shall 1llustrate this 
more thoroughly. 
·ofIt 
GHAPTER II 
REV~j OF RELATED LITERATURE 
After an extensive investigation of the scientifio 
literature pertaining to this problem, it is felt that there is 
~robab11 no single study of which this present work is an exact 
duplioate. There are many investigatIons conoerning the nature 
of intelligence and intelleotual b~lavior, as well as many in-
vestigations concerning the problems and adjustment of children. 
Few of the studies attempt to relate the two topics. 
The review of literature contained in this chapter has 
been formulated with the intention of presenting a sample ot the 
literature in condensed form 80 that the reader of this th.esis 
will be acquainted with the general problems in this field. 
While some of the stud1es cited in this chapter pertain to th.e 
test instruments themselves, a fuller analysls of these is pre-
sented in Chapter T1l.ree. 
The material to folloiv ls, therefore, a highly selec-
ted group of articles, concE)x-ned with the most important aspects 
of the present investigation. The stu(l1es concerning the useS 
~md applicat10n o.f the Detroit Adjustment Invf,ntory and the 
. 
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pr1m&~7 Manual Abilities Test are presented first. The final 
portion of this chapter discusses those studies Which have in-
vestigated portions of the basic hypothesis of the present in-
vestigatIon. 
Baker has attempted to present a conc1se pioture of 
the charaoteristic traits of e~ceptlonal Children (children ot 
high intelligence).l In the investigation the Detroit Adjust-
ment Invento!7 was used along w1 th Case study material. The 
findillbs of the test and the case study methods yielded the fol-
lowIng conclusions: (1) the exceptional chIld requires training 
in suoh things as leadership and rosponsibil1 tTl (2) the excep-
tional ch1ld likes to take the initIative 1n sohool .attars. and 
partioularly likes to develop his own scbool projeots} and (3) 
it was .found neoessaI"l to maintain a sense of school loyal ty 111 
these children. 
Baker and TJ'laphagen performed a thorough lnvestiea. 
tion of child behavior adjustment cases. and d&seribed the use 
of the Detroit AdJu8t~nt Invcnto1'7 as a d1e.enos tic tool tor re-
vealing prOblem areas.2 AlthOUGh there were no statistical 
1 H. J. Baker, DAn Experiment in the Education ot 
Gifted Ohildren,ft Journal of ExceRtlonal Ohildren, IX, J~uary. 1943, 112-114 and m; j 101 - . I " .1.11 ". I .• 
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figures available in connection with the results ot the study, 
the authors both agreed that the Detroit Adjustment Inventorr 
satisfactorily demonstrated the areas about which ths children 
had serious problEmlS. The scope of the test included health 
problems, physical defects in hearing, speech and sight~ muscu-
lar defects, personal ditric~~ties, eating and sl.epL~g diffi-
culties and play adjustments. 
In another investigation Baker described the differ-
ences between the dull end the bright PUpU.) The differences 
in the groups of childr.en were studied with emphasIs on their 
general intelligence level, special. abilitIes, reading, wri t1ng, 
speech and spelling dU ferenoes, and dii'ferences in the appre-
ciation or music and of fine arts. The Detroit Adjustment In-
ventory lias used in this work to supplement ease history and 
school records. The number of cases in the study was not re. 
ported. 
Brown and Blalcey studied non-verbal gl'OUp testa or 
Inte'll1gence to determine their rellabill ties and v a~idl tios.4 
3 H. J. Baker, Characteristic Differences 1n Briiht' 
and Dull Pu~1181 Public Benool publIshIng C~pany, HloomInG on, 
minois. 1 ~7: 
4 A •. .,. Brown and R. Blekey, "A PrellmiJla17 Report on 
the Development and Standardization of a Non-Verbal Test at the 
Hiph-SCho.o.l.Leve1.,- Jou~al of Bducational PszcholoSZ* XXXII. 194-1, 11,3-123. . I - , ,- -~ .. 
8 
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The stud1' _as pertonned 1n cooperatioa vfith the Institute for 
Juvenile Researoh. High school students were the subjects. 
Two ot Thurstone's non-verbal group tests were included in tll$ 
study. These are: the circle-reasoning test and the forrn rea-
soning test. Brown and Blakey reported reliabi1ities of posi-
tive .94 and positive .97 for~th8se tests. Both of the authors 
agreed tha~ thctests were J'ellable. and could be used with 
conf'idenoe. 
Shanner 'has made a very thorough study concerning the 
reliability of the Th.urstone Primary Mental AbilIties Test.5 
Shanner wanted to know if Thurstone l s test oould yield a reli-
able dlagnosia ot an individual's abilities. One hundred and 
thirty-rive twelfth grade boys were the sub jeots fol" the in-
vestigation. Odd-even type ot reliability caloulations were 
performed for each of the subtests. The results showed that 
the overal~ rallabl11t7 ot the entire test was above .92 
(posltive).6 Shanner concluded that the test in its present 
5 W. 11. Shanner, "'A Report on the n~urstone Test. 
for Primary Mental Abilities, n Educational Records Bulletin, 
XXVII, 1939. 54-60. 
6 The sub-test rellab111tlee reported by Shan~.r are 
Perception, positl'te .982; Nl.lrl1ber, positive .969, Verbal, pos1-
~ive .958, Sp.tial, positive .991, Memory, positive .870: In-
auction, positive .900; and Deduction, positive .911. No prob-
able errors we~e presented. * 
9 
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torm is a~curate in both judging and predicting perfondance. 
F-Ilrther refinements of the subtests should yield even higher 
total reliability coefficients. 
Thurstone and Thurstone have written a volume concern-
inc the factor theory of intelligence and ~he method of stand-
ardizing the Prll~ary Mental Abilities Test.7 Tl~ discussion ot 
the factor theorY of IntellIgence demonstrates the rea.sons for 
the cOl11position of the Primary Mental AbIlities Test. The testa 
were standardized on a group ot 1.154 grammm: school chUdren 
from twe1 va d:U'ferent Chicago public schools. 
Sixty different tests were originally selected tft the 
standardization procedure. Of these. twenty-one were selected 
for their high reliability and validity. The final el1n11nation 
process yIelded six d1.f ferent tests which were then termed the 
"primary !!lent a1 abilities." 
In another investigation concerning the reliability 
of tl16 Primary Mental Ab1lit.tes Test; Jacobs s t"o.ldied ninety-
seven tenth grade boys and Girls. e The results were ve't'J 
7 L. L. Thurstone and T. G. Thurstone. "Factorial 
Studies -ot Intelligence," p.aChometric MOnOwal?h, Ps;ychometric 
SOCiety. the University of . Ioae;o Press, C Ieago, Illinois, 
1941. . 
8 Robert Jacobs, "~. Reliability and Zntercorrela-
tlon of the Scores on the SRA primary Mental Abilities Test," 
Eduoatlot\al, Records Bulletin, XXVII, 1948, XXXXIX, 49-58. 
10 
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similar to' those reported by other workers, that is, the Thur-
stone tests were found to have relinbUI ties of over positive 
.90, ,!ith a range from posItive .86 to positive .98 for the sub-
testS. 
Gerlach has attempted to describe a relationship wInch 
he has discovered between psychometric test patterns and par-
ticular types of ohild maladjustment.10 The study attempted to 
relate the intelligence of the chUd (as measured by an inte 111-
gence profile) to ~he particular personality tYl~ ot the cldld. 
Actually, Gerlach $Uece~ded in partially relating three differ-
. . 
ant intelligence groups (loW', a.verage and high, according to 
the I.Q. range) to an inadequate measure of social aggressive-
ness of the children. Q.erlacht s psychometric methodoloGY was 
not precise nor adequate ~~d thus his work and conclusions are 
eonside~d indefinite. ' 
Rogers a:t1.d Peters, in a study of college women.. ap-
plied several oi' the theoretlca.l principles whieh prompted the 
prea"nt investigation.11 Since the work of tl)$ Be men involved 
10 M. Gerlach. ,. A Study or the Relationship Between I 
Psychometric Patterns and Personality Types," qhild Devel02!en~, 
X, 19)9, 269-216. 
11 D. C. Rogers and E. F. Pe·ters, "An Analysis or 
Adaptation of th.e Bell School Inventory with Respect to Student-
Ad Juatmen t in a. Women t s College," Jouma}, .2!. A;er.>lied PsyeholoQ, 
XXIV, 1940, 455-462. . 
" 
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the use of' ',colleGe women as subjects, their results differ f'rom 
the results of the present thesis. Their "/ork, however, is im-
portant to this the sis because of the theoretical background 
for thoir investigation ~.nd because of their technique, which 
1s hiGhly similar to the present method. 
The study sought to~discover those attitudes towards 
scho·:)l adjustments which are considered poor or which tend to 
hanl~r good adjustment. The Bell Adj'WBtment Invontory was ad-
ministered, and Rogers and Peters found tha t students who made 
low scares (shonns good adjustment) were aotually well adjus-
ted in school, liked their teachers and enjoyed. classes. Those 
students who made high scores on the test (Sho~'i1ng l'ack of ad-
justment) aotually were poorly adjusted in school and disliked 
their teachers. The Bell Inventory oontains twenty-six items 
whIch are answerable by checking yes, no or a question-mark 
(indicatIng uncertainty). The study dif£ers from the present 
investigation in that: (1) it used a stratified intelligence 
group (all of the sub jects were college level stu:}.ents); (2) 
it used a higher level scale as its adjustment inventory; and 
() it f'ailed to relate.intelligen.oe to the nUt'1lber or kinds of 
problems of the subjeot. 
The present thesis uses the s me type of tecl:mique as 
that of Rogers. and Peters with the exception of the use of the 
12 
for chllc1!'en~. 
Marsh used Mooney t s ?ro)lem. Cheelc-llst in an attempt 
to isolate the important proble;:ls of the college wOlllan .. l2 The 
most 801'10118 problems were .in the l""ields of personality, aca-
dem.ic acce:?tance, and so oi al fireaa. The least troublesome 
nroblem.s concerned physical malth and femily situations. It 
... 
will be interesting to note that the results of the present 
study dUrer from the results of Marsht s study. It must be eon-
cluded that the difference in the two investigations is duo to 
the difference in the sub je eta used, not in the ·oasic methodol ... 
ogy. Certainly, maturation and experience account f or a good 
deal of shifting in the problem areas.. Tl"1& fa.ctor of a.cademio 
acceptance, howeyel', which is so important to the grade school 
child, was placed second in pr~~inence in tIle investigation by 
Marsh. Plntner and Lev would &L.;reetha t this is a direct carry-
over fr·:.;;m the grade school years in which there has been an un-
necessary emphaSis on routine l:..'1atters.13 
12 o. J. Marsh, "'i'h.e Worries of tile College \<ionan," 
!,ournru. .2!. Social PszoholoQ, n, 1942. 335-.339. 
13 Pintner and Lev, "Worries of School Children," 
Journal .2£. Gen&tic ps;roholOfSi£, LVI, 67-76. . · 
" 
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. 'LWl8er and Page present amos t interesting study which 
is of particular importance because ot the conclusions.14 The 
study used college WOIaon as its subjects, a.n.d is very similar 
to the present investigation in that it used both rul intelli-
gence and a problem adjustment scale. The method consisted ot 
m.atching the scoreS on the two tests .for each sub jeot to see U' 
any definite trends existed wi thin the high or low intelligence 
groups. The ~erican Oouncil of ~~ucation tests were used to 
get an intelligence 8C0ll3, and the Bell A.djUII tment Inventory was 
used to obtain an adjus. tm.ent s¢ore. 
It is the conclusions of Lunger and Page which are 
mOs t valuable. 
"There 1s no relation between the Bell Adjustment 
Inventory and the American Council of Education 
tests of' intelligence. The correlation betweEla 
intelligence and the incidence of worries was 
negligible. 1t 15 ' 
Lunger and Page state as a final part of their conclusions that 
those sub jects who rated theL'lSelves low 1n sup&rior1ty areas 
tended to rate themselvGs high in maladjustment scores. The 
• 
14 R. Lunger and J. D. Page, "Worries o~ College . 
Fresh~en," J01unal ?of ~eneti~ pSlcholo5Y' XXIII. 1939, 602-607. 
15 Ibid., 604. 
..... " 
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conclusions- of tl'nir work differ from the conclusions of the 
present study, which is ?robnbly due to the dlf.fel"'ence in the 
subjeots which were used in the two studies. 
Remml.ein examined seven hundred cases of grade school 
children and found tha.t the correlatIon betwcten intelligence 
B..>'ld scholarship was less thm ~ a coetficien t of positive .50.16 
The experimental investigation sought to discover the possible 
reasons tar this low coefficient of correlation. Remmlein was 
forced to conoludt), negs.tIvely that extra-curricular activities 
were not the ca:u.se of' the low correlation" while the true cause 
remainerl unlmown. 
The remainder of the literature in this field con-
siders essentially the same type of mater-ial as has been re ... 
!)orted 1n the studie s already roviewed. The reader will note 
th.e.t the majority of the st'cldies concern either behavior prob-
lems or intelligence pro;Jlens. but rarely a rel ationshlp be-
tween tr...e two. 
16 M. K. Rem:!11ein, ttsoholastio A.ecomplis>u'llent 
Affected by Intelligence and Participation in 11'Xtra",Curl'iculBr 
6
Acti vi ties J H Journ,4. 3! APE11ed Psyehologz, XXIII. 1939, 602-
07. 
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CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF THE T.t~TS USED IN THE STUDY 
The primary purpose of this chapter is to smmnarize 
the reliability, validity, objectivity and degree of standardi-
zation of the two dii'ferent testa administered to the subjects 
unon whioh this thesis has been baaed. The evidence far much 
of the conclusions in this chapter has already been presented 
in Chapter Two. A second purpose of this ohapter is to acquaint 
the reader with the physical oomposition of the two tests. 
"Reliability" is the term used to indicate 'that re-
peated trials of a teat will y,ield very closely similar results. 
"Validity" is the term desicnating the fact that a test does 
measure whatever factor or faotors it purports to measure. 
"Objeotivity" of a test indioates that it maR$UreS with a.ccuracy 
those factors it purports to measure •. A test is "standa.rdized" 
if the procedure is so estB.bllshed that different qualified per-
SOns may administer the ,test and obtain sunilarly accurate re-
aul ts. 
The norms for the Thurstone Primary Mental Abilities 
• Test were established after an examination of eighteen thousand 
1$ 
, . 
• ojIt junior and ~enior hi(~.h sohool students. The test su:pplies the 
eXS:U'1inel" wi th scores both in terms of peroentile rank and I.Q.. 
The reliability of the test was oomputed by the Spearman-Brown 
method. l 
'l'he reliability of the entire test is above positive 
.90. From the above data, as ~well as from an examination of 
Thurstonets etHtlsties concerning factor analysis methods and 
product rnomentcorrelatiol1s, 2 it is concluded that the Primary 
Mental Abilities examination t:;ives a valid, reliable and stan-
dal"dized measure of th~ intelleotual oapaoities or the indivi-
dual ohild. 
A basic assIDnptlon of Thurstone III the composition 
of' t:l& Primary Mental Abilities examination is the theory that 
intelli:,.:,ence is not a unitary trait, but a oomposite of several 
faotors. It'ivEi of these i'actors have been isolated and included 
in the intelligence test developed by Thurstone. 1:'hose include 
the tests of arithmetic, verbal meaning" space,· rea.s')ning and 
wor d :fluency. 
1 The reliability 1'01" the subtests are as fol10wst 
Verba~-Meaning, positive .92; Space, positive .96; Reasoning, 
positive .93; Numbe!', positive .89, and Word-Fluenoy, positive 
.90. 
2 "Exaluiner Manuel fJr the SHA Primary Mental Abili-
ties" the intermediate :form. for ages eleven to seventeen, 
revised issue for A~3ust, 1949. . 
17 
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~.oree forms of the 3M Pr1mar,r Mental Abilities eX'" 
aulns.tion are avuilable. These are the .forms for: (1) ace 
group 5-7; (2) age group 7-11 and (,3) ase group 11.17. The age 
of the su';jjects in the present stu.dy diotated the use of the 
11-17 age group form of the SRA Priflary Mental Abllities exrun-
The Tharstone test of intelligence is struldardized in 
its &d.ministration and scoring. The procedure tor tl1ese is 
contn.ined in a printed booklet issued in conjunction Vl.1.th the 
test. The test 1s valid and objective to the extent that 
Thur'stone I s concept of intelligence is correot. The validity 
of' the test m.ay be (1UClstloned on t::le basis of the fa'ot th.lit the 
true nntUl'e of intelligence is not establish.ed. This Is a 
criticism, however, which ma~ be directed toward all tests of 
intelligence. 
The Detroit Adjustment Inventory yieldS a measure ot 
the number and kinds of problans of cbildren. It is necessar,r 
to exarlline the reliability, objectivit;y', validity and standard-
ization ot this exa:.n.ina~ ion. Qne of the features of ttl.a test 
1s thn tit Orrell'S more than a yes-no type of response. The 
child can select from five different degrees of responses for 
• 
each item of the test. Frol'l1 the degree of' seriousnoss of tl1.e 
responses seleoted 'by the child the examiner cnn SC:JI'e the test, 
and obtain €~n accurate picture 0' the nu;:nbc!' and kind of prob-
" 
18 
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·ft lema whIch,:the child expresses for each of twenty-four differ-
ent problem areas. BeJ<:er sur::gests twenty-.rour different minor 
pl"olil.elll areas of' the test, !.md tv/elve central problem areas. 
This classification h~,Hl been condensed into six chief problem 
L';roups for the purposes of this stu.dy. 
Tl1e first group oJ: problems was gathered under the 
title "heal th" or "physical health". These 1nol uded such mat-
ters a.s siolmoss, heart trouble, height-weight problem s, skin 
trouble, sleepIng ... eating problems, s elt-cfitre (hands, face wasll-
ing) nail bltln::, dizzy spells, etc. 
The second group of problems was cantioneu "Elllotlons" 
or l'EmO tiona! Probl ems tl • In the se were incl ucled such f ac tors 
as: fears, fea:r of darlt, being alone, high pla.ces, being with 
straneers, anger, temper t.9ntrUll1S, brealting thln.s;s, fits, 
quarrels, hurting others, pity, helping others, .feelings toward 
blind or siok people, helping the poor, etc. 
The third group of problems was captioned ";.::.xtro-
version tf or ffExtroversion-Introverslon" or "Personality Fa.c-
tors." These included such things as: liking crowds, mixing 
Wi th people .. liking parties, being shy, p'l.lblic spea1~1nG, feel-
. 
ings about 01 at'hes, .feel ings about school marks.. brag,:;ing. 
Superiority feelings, bei~s a leader, rdaking decis1ons, opti-
mistic att1tud~s, etc. 
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the 9.'.:lth.)r grouped problems concerning 
ttr~~'1ily" or "Pronily Adjusti'lents" or "Home Life" which included 
such fa.ctors as: ha.r.l6 statu.s, spoakint~~3nglish in t"'e home, 
father workin,;:;, parent f S :10 al th, friends at home, books or rlletga-
zines in the hG~'le, siblings in family, punis':f!nent rnsthoda, .tnvol"" 
ite Ollild in fam.il;r. arguins SlIt hO)~la. amount of libcrtJ~' etc. 
A fifth pro blem ~:;roup was titled HSohool" or "Sc~1.ool 
Adiuatments" or "School Problems" and it includes such matters 
" 
as: wr! ting on (1.esks or walls, whispering in class.. atti tud.e 
toward stUtT], liking te.aebers, trlJ .. aney, loains B.t r:;a"'1les, break ... 
ins rules, sharing with others, dOing right and 'f.T.:>ng, tolling 
the truth, giving char:tty, etc. 
The sixth and last group of prohlans was ti tIed 
"Personal" or "Personal Adjust1'.~nts." Under this topiC were 
included l.'!1e.ny miscellaneous items, all referring to personal 
ma.tters of the individual, such cal friends, dHtes. delinquency, 
stealing, l:ring, sportsnl.anahip, hobbies, radio,' books, r~aL·azines. 
tuture v':>catione.l choice, opinions On goal in l:1fe, eta. 
The Detroit Adjustment Inventory is a comparatively 
new test. It is now in its third year of use, G..:.'1d. has been used 
extens ively at the Detroit Psychological Olinio. The test was 
given to B. group of three thousa.nd pupils. Besides "th.e quanti-
tative interpretation, Baker also sugcests several qualitative 
20 
intarp:l:-etat£ons of' his tt<st. R9medls1 sUGgestions are offered 
f<)r eaoh of the twenty tour 'n~,ob1.e~1. areas which Rre ,resent in 
t~e test itself.) 
Honesty is a basic ~~ssent1a.l in the Detroit .I\djust .. 
ment Invent.()ry, ~,nd 8'3.ker sh.)ws that the child talclng the test 
is ene'Jurac:ed to be honest. H;~ o.tTers thl~6e reasons to show 
why the pU~jils rn.aint,':!in the ir 'honesty durinG the 87.a:mination: 
(l) the: instl'"t1..ct1one are worded in such 11 manner that the pupil 
is not oertain just' how much the interviewer knows about him 
alres.dy; (2) there is 0: large aL'1.ount of inherent honesty in the 
:':reat n:njol'lty of people, and it tends to be praotioed when 
people seem. to be genuinely interested in !lelping to 'bring 
about a better understnndinti; ()} the items are worded in such 
a definite and personal ':1:611 that the pupils find it d:U'fioult 
to avoid giving the answer tll&t is a:ppro),riate for them. 
Sinoe thero are 120 items on the test. eech with five 
possible answer,s. the ohild must read six hundred di.fferent 
phrases before he oan oomplete the test. This brings forth the 
problml1 of reading riiffi~ultles as ree;ards the validity uf the 
Detroit Adjustment Inventory. Baker ~ttempts to cope with this 
probls::rl in the e~plnns.tlon of the use of his test • 
. .... 
.3 Harry J. Baker_ "Teacherts Handbook for the 
Detroit Adjustment Inventory," Public School Publishing Companl. 
BloominGton, Illinois, 1941. 
,. 
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. Ohildren ·who cannot read t210 items on tile inventory 
or who \!GJmot read or comprehend all of the item.s on the inven-
tory will be prone to Guess at the responses. In such cases, 
the distrlh~tlon of answers will follow such an err~lt pattera 
from the norm i'or t.~ age level ot the subject, that tile exruu .... 
iner will necf!uil!H.~.rily be a.ware~ of the incident. Ceaes of eues-
aing were omitted from. t.~is the sis. 
Another al terM t:i, ve solution for the child who cannot 
read '.vell is to 10s'o interest in tiW test a..ud, th.ercfore, 1'ail 
to mark :several of the items. 'l'h6 exatlliner will discover thi' 
befo:t"o the child is allowed to,) consider his test as completed 
end, again, sach cases vill be discarded, as they actually were 
discarded from this thesis. Another method .followed by the poor 
readers is to score the 1terl1.s in series, 1.e" they will mark 
the i'il"st threo to fi va' i tams as answer "a", the next three to 
t'ive items as answer "b", the next group as answer flett, etc. 
An al ternative chOice for the. poor read.ar is to ·mark his answers 
in a' ttrotation series" J i.e. t the .first answer is scored tf a" I 
the second not' I the uL1ra neft , etc. Again, tte se cases were 
discarded from. the present thesls. 
To .:t"!.lrther aid tb.e eXDJiliner in overcoming reading mI' • 
• fleul tie s, the children are urged to ask questions at any time 
during the test.' Several words needed frequent explanation or 
" 
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definition.: OontilOn s.:mong these wer'e "temper tUltl"umsff; "avil::: ... 
wt',rd"; "c~le.rity" snd ffdetentionn. A :further aid is cited by 
3a:::er: "The iteni.s are UtE.de very Sl,,)0cl.flc and tile wordinG, wb.tch 
is in sii'upla* popu..lnr style, mu:;:es freqt~ent use of the ?l"onoun 
'I' in describing the sltl1atlon."4. 
In all cs.:;:el wt.l.ere :f'I()~.s,ible the child t s soh.ool record 
was cl:.ccked .end reading hand:tcap cases om,! ttod :fI'OJ:il this0!'C"'" 
son t study. However .. only about fi:fty per cent of all t:tle ~ub .... 
jects cOlJ.ld thus be checked, G.a, :in raany cases, the: school reo-
ords were n.ot avsilable. for the child. 
The Detroit Adjustr:wnt Inventory is not intended to 
be a substitute foI' a case study or personal interview. It~ is 
a method for obtaining all indlvidtla.1 t sown e';7Cl.lu.ation of hie 
status. rEh.€;! individual him.sel:t judces which problems are most 
seriOUS, and which are less serious. By ~~ls method, locallza-
tlonof p:ro:Jlem. areas was possible. 
T~re are no reliability coefficients' available for 
the 'Detro! t Adjustment Inventor'!. The reaSons :tor this are 
tw'oi'olc1: (1) the test Given to the same l!ldividual more tl:an 
once or nfter e. per'lod of' time elHpses will not give the srune 
4 H. J. Ba:.:el", "Teacher's iiandbook :tor the Detro! t 
Adjustu'lent Inventory, ft Pu'Ollc School PublishinS Comoany,:jloom-
ington, Ill!n()i$, 19Lt.l, 3. . - .... 
,. 
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rosul ts, Inllsmuoh $.S the individual is older, has had new ex.-
perienoes and consequently bas new problems to meet) (2) there 
is only one fol'lll of the tent available at present. 
The validity of the test was established by a compari-
son of tw'o croups ot ohildren. The r irst group consisted of a 
ttbehs:vior-oase" group ot: sixty-one boys and girls. The seoond 
group oonsisted ot twenty-seven boys and girls who were ra.ted 
by their teachers as above average or ideal in adjustment. The 
actual sttttistlcal 'differenoe between the two eroups after the 
administration of the test was 6.l times the standard error of 
the difference. Bakel'" concludes: ".Ar:r1 difference whieh is 
three or foUl' t 1mea the standard errol'" is signifioant. tf This 
means that "the test definitely and satIsfactorIly distinguishes 
between groups of well adjusted and poorly adjusted pupils_.,5 
~ne Detroit Adjustment Inventory, although notably 
incomplete and lacking in adequate reliability and validity data 
was used 1:n the present investigation as Ii research tool, sinee 
it seemed to be tl~ best available test £01" the aee level or the 
Subjects of the a~~d7 and for the purpose or the investigation. 
5 Baker .. fJTeacherfs Handbook tor the Detroit Adjust • 
• ant Inventory'''. 1941. 
'- '., 
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PROO"'i.WRE ... TEST ADMnUSTRAil~ION AND SCQRING 
There are ItlSny foots concerninc; the proce(lure in both 
the sdJn.inistr~~tl:m Gnd sc arlng~ of the tests which mus t be ola.r-
iried if the read.cr- is to eOJ'llprehend adequately the inforro.Dtion 
eonoernil'lr~ the str.tistlcal rEsults. This Co..'1aptcr is intended 
to clarify all f aet·s concerninG the menner in which tht) tests 
were administered. In order ·to understand the ste.tistlcs which 
are to follow, 5. t is essential thg t the read.er beeor.n.e f'nrailie.r 
with t!:lE; seorin[,'; of t:he tests. 
At no ti.1'1le were hints or s1.1gr.estlons 2':iven to the 
sub;;ects, Md tlminr; r'Lues were observed strietl7_ The testing 
room itself was kept closed durinr; the en tire testing period, 
and ~ sign was posted outside ~le door to avoid lnte~tptions. 
The '-:1J.thor of the thesis VIaS .the:mly proctor d.nritv- the ad-
minist:r~,tion of t?lS tests j innsmuch as the groups were sl'lru.l. 
lio cC.ses of chef'ting, copyin:; or aCCidental borrowing of answerS 
.ere encountered. 
Following the administration of the intelligenoe test, 
the ~lildren were civen the Detroit Adjustment Inventory. The 
b 
,. 
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personal nelttU:~ of tb.o tesJ~ re(p,lirca the individual to :.::ns~ver 
the ::tems in p. mantler w1::l.ich :,r.1("l<1s to the exar:dner an nce"L1.!"ate 
picture of the number and kinds of prIJblE'J!ns or that individual. .. 
Tr...,e same procedural :rules "!;(lere observed dur1nC the ad..mlnistra ... 
tion of the intelligence seale with certain exceptions. The 
children were instru.cted to work ~ ilE rl.9.pldly as poss 101(;', but 
there w~s no time limit. The children were also oneolU'agOo. to 
asle question.s if tbey did not undorstl!Ulct the items on the test 
or som~ of the words of' the inventory. 
It was necesst:I.I'Y to observe: strict allan.ce during the 
adlil:ll'listret:ton of the Detroit Adjust~nen.t InvontGry, since the 
1. tems were of a pers c>rltJ.l nat u.re • All too often t he children 
were inclined to ask one· anothcr' the r:~'1swer'S thf.ry· e a.ch b.8,d Ct ven 
to SOl1'l.O of the ite~·ns. The undCls:trablc i:in.plics·tions of al101!ling 
the children to do such a I tb .. lnC are obvious to a.nyone acquainted 
with correct test1ns tech.'1iques and prinCiples, part:tclllarly 
when ope rOBl1zes the.t one of the objectives of the adl11inist1"'8.-
. 
tion of this test \¥IlS t·;) obt~in an individual adJustm.ont pict;::re 
The examiner instructed the children that no one would 
have aocess to 'I;he test In.formatlon (not even the school authori. 
ties). This was felt neoessary, in order to insure complete 
honesty and to ban some of the sooial stlgms. attached' to elving 
personal ir..i'or:m:at1on in record blru.'lk torm. 
" 
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T'!':e one hu...'1.':-1:rcd '.10 
nIl ot ')nee, nor were 'both tGsts ac)l:1inist.ored on the s'::.:ue da:y. 
SC'\.TGrnl rEHtSOns dicta ted. t'ds t:r?6 of procedure. Jrollps of 
e.~jOl.J.t twenty to thirty pU!1:l1s we·rt:.; tested .. since it was found 
most practical to supervise tb.ls .,5~ze group. It waS nocGssary 
of ti::"lS req'i.ircd· in t}'.c. ud,ilinintro.tion 0:'" the tests. V,hile 
this proced.1!r'o perhaps intro(1:uces 11 certain Gmou.nt of error 
dlf' 'ont cap&.-
The phyZ:1ical 'oompos Ition of the Detroit AdjuS1:;.;lent 
de::.raes::>f sorio;.:tsness. The pnpilts ta.s1::: is to cl.lBck the an-
awer which cO.n.forms most closely to the way 11.0 hiL1Scl:C judges 
his i"eel ings. The pup:t1s are not nware t'.l st th.erc a.re cOl,tain 
areas :tn. tho l/)St which 0enter ebout de.f'inite probler:ls. 'The 
Six of ti.lOse catt'Gories or ar€Q$ 1n which the 120 i terns fp.J.l 
1nclurl.o: (1 )iJh;; sic p.l he (11 th pr~) bl 0971113 , (2) f tarA 11 Y pro 01 0 r.1S , 
(3) school problems, (4) personal problems, <'5) emotional prob-
" 
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lem.s, (6) p.ersonal :tty l'Dct':>rs, r)B,l'ticul .:, rly extrovo7.'sion .... 
introversion trl1its. 
Der,:>endlng on the enswers wl1.ich the pupils select, the 
items on the inventory are rAted with point VslUBS of' fivE', 
four, tr..ree, two and OnE). By checking the itcmwhich merits 
a five point ~,nswer, the 'P1..P):l1 receives a SC:)l"e of: ,ori'ect ad ... 
justment on thr::,t· problem. The f'our pOint vBlue enswers tlrO of 
poor adjustmfll1t. By cheekinr::; those !H1SWers which haVE: I)nly two 
or one point ratinp values, the 1'1..1'1')11s show tl1emsol veS to be 
concerned over those particular Itel'!ls. As there are 120 items 
on the entire scale, there is 8. possibility of a weirhted score 
of six hundred (per.fect adjus t:ment) and a mininm~ wei'~hted 
score of 120 (perfeot !'.!lul9.djustment). It pnpil ehec~dnc n If'rge 
nttr.1ber of five or four ,point 'veic:hted value answers 1s :''''18.rked 
as one who is well adjusted. Oonversely, I.'l. pupil c'::cok:1nc a. 
large number of one or t\~ Y)oint weighted. value" 2nswel"'S' is 
scored as a pupil who has r:1£1ny pr()blems or !lmch conce:pn e:r.:-
pressed in those areas. This method also reveals which:)! the 
six Ecnera1 freE'.S itemized above are most troubleeoI:lo r01" the 
indlv:1duo1, I:uxl which of tile areas are least tr;)ublesO!lle. A 
rather complete pictu.re of the nu.Ydber and kinds of':L)l.'>oblems at' 
the child is ob.tninod in th13 way. 
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',After the ad:ninlstration nnd ~H~orinc: of: the two tests 
f;Jr EHtch child. To a.ccomplis,' this, three gro'upD were isolated 
according to intelligence, a.s fol1oV1S: (1) low group, I.(',. 
ranee 64-89, twonty ... five cases; (2) avera;:;e group, I.Q. ranee 
90-110, forty cases; (3) hich ~crou::l, I.Q. ranee ll1 ... 1l~5, thirty-
f1ve cases. A total of one hundred subjects cOl..!1prised the en-
tire group, with an ovel"8~1 I.'7~. range frvr:l 6i~-14:J. 
Stntistlcll.l data I,vero 1"..8xt Gathered c;:>ncerninc the 
intellicence test scoros, and concerning the pro;Jlem test 
scores. These data are presented in the .followinc ells.pter. 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF TEST RESULTS 
The present ohapter is desii:Jled to prosent en aocount 
of the statistics used in deriving the conclusions and result" 
of this th.esls. In attempting to s,how the 1'"()lationshlpa and 
inter-relationships among the various factors, the language of 
the chapter must be'come somewhat teohnical. 
Extensively used throughout the development of the 
statistical correlations was the Otis Oorrelation Ch&I·t, '07 
Arthur 5. Otis. Several reasons prompted the use of ·th1e 
method rather than other methods. 
The Ot1s CorrelatIon Charts prov1ded a simplified 
group of statistioal methods which the student Carl use with 
aocuraoy. The physical makeup of the oh;'rt provides for several 
"checks" against errors. Further, the otis Chart 1s a develop-
ment' of the product.moment type oorrelation popularized and de-
veloped by Pears~. One will arrive at exaotly the sene result 
as 1f he had chosen. to use the longer Pearson method. Since 
twenty three correlations are presented in this paper, the otis 
method seemed III more natural choice. Its further use of the 
29 
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~~)dnot mQr!1ent tnt) (h)rrol~t:I/)n f'svol·od ita allplO",:rm.ant in this 
" 
Q c:.)rrolnt1on. uGlng this "hart, tM ~~~garoh l1or'<er has obtained 
a c')n:;:!so group -of th.o v1te.,1 Inf'ox..l1ot1!)rl whioh 110 10 seeking. 
RatIon W'ftO US6(1 1n. ~ll {.H~aeS \vl19t'*o n,Ju ... 11nenr cOl"r~;lat1on I'atloa 
1181'0 In eV1d$nce.1 ~ nolz1nf~flr ohart proviclos three num.or1cal 
ohooka :lg:ulrwt pO;:3f&lblo O%T0r9 in tho Q~;lloulatlon, Qnd also p1-o-
v1dGS snace to:r the oaloula. tlon of tllEJ linear coet21oient of 
corrolation. 
• t • 
1 Fommlar 
• 
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TABLE I 
T"'.dE HBlUf, :M!ID!.MI A'ND MOD.~ SC~JRES VHru TnEIR RZLI!'DILITIES 
?IJfl TUE nn:.Tn.IBUTI';)U OF I1rx:UIOT!llCE TEST BC0Ri:m ?(Jt 
on~ mmDru"ID !:rRA~"E 5 C~WOL CIiItD1m'Jl 
1.'1,e Range item stadtU"d. Stan{l~ }Ionian Standar4 Uodal 
or Group I.Q. DevIation. ~ I.G;. ~ I.Q. 
r:.ntiro Group 
102.69 18.40 100 Cases 64-145 l.8> 103.50 2.32 113.00 
lIie!; GJIOUP . lS Cases 122.63 9.$6 1.6Q. 121.00 2.0$, 113.00 
111-14$ 
Ave%' ace Q!iQup 
6.1+0 99.50 101,.,..00 40 C::~Sd 99.93 1 .• 02 1.~8 
90-110 
, 
LOi'I Group 
6.13 81.00 1.51 ~ Case. 19.20 1.25 61.00 
-39 
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In comp&rine the mean 1.Q,. ror each of the groups pre-
Dented ill Tablw I, it seems cloDr that there are d:t1I'er~noe. 
bctwoon tho 1.Q.'8 of' the di.ffel".:mt f;roU~Js. The dif.'t'erence be-
tv/een the m.eall 1.Q. for the low group and tho l'l"..ean I •• for tr..e 
. 
nvera:;e group was twenty pOints, while the d1f ferenee between 
the low und the hiG}l Groups was forty-three points. The 
dll'ference between the high and the average I.Q. groups waS 
twenty-two points. 
The differences in the I.Ct. soores for the median 
values for eaoh of the groups were as large as the differences 
for the means cited a.bove~ but the modal scores did not reflect 
such distinct ditferences. The modal. score for the entire 
group (11).00) is ten pOints above the mean and nine point. 
, 
above the median. for the entire group. 
The modal score tor the high I.Q. group was 113.00, 
which is nine points below the mean andelght pOints below the 
median for that group_ Apparently thepe is a cluster of several 
sooros about the I.Q. ot 113 in the h1gh intelligence group, but 
there were also several very high I.Q. soores in the same Group 
" 
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which tended to raise the mean p...nd the median for the group. 
This does not suggest that the mean is inaccurate. but it does 
give a clearer view of the distribution of intelligence scores 
within the high I.Q. group. 
The modal soores tor the low and average groups are 
~ 
esnentlally 1n ng~ee:ment with the mean and the median V81UBS 
for each of these groups. A difference of two or three points 
does not appear 1mp~rtant enough to warrant further discussion. 
Since the mean I.Q. scores tor the groups indicated 
that they were numerically distinct, these scores were the ones 
used in discussing the ent1ra group and the sub-group~ in. the 
remainder ot the statistical analysis. Critical ratios between 
these groups were not calculated, because the differences be-
tween the groups were evaluated in terms of the numerical I.Q. 
point differences. The fact that each of the measures of cen-
tral tendenoies for each of the sub-groups indic~tes diffor-
ences of twenty I.Q. points or more between the groups is im-
portent, as is shown by an inspection of Table I. 
It should be noted in Table I that the standard devi-
ation for the :mean score for the entire STOUp is 18.40. This 
indicates that there was a large range of I.fl. score.s, approxi-
mately thirty-seven points (in terms ot the I.Q. th1s meant 
~~--------------I 
,. 
that the major1ty of the scor'BS for the ent1re group fell within 
the range 80-125). 
The sts.ndard den ~:tiou scoros for each of the Rub-
groupS indicate that the 1ndiv1ducl scores wi thin es.ch i,;roup 
';:01"0 highly variable. Thus, f dr the dis tribution of test scores 
for children of high intelligence it is noted thD.t the rneeh or 
all 1.11.'6 is 122.6). but the standard deviation indicates that 
thel'e was considerable variability for this group. 
The stQBd~ deviation values for the groups te.d 
to substantiate the statement that the dIstributIon ot tast 
soores approxL~ates the normal distributIon curve. If thIs 
is accepted as true, then the d1f.ferences between eaob or the 
sub-groups ot twenty pOints {and in some oases :alightl,. more 
than tVH'm.ty po1nts} in terms of the actual 1.Q. poInt values, 
tend to 1ndioate further that 'i;he three groups are distinct. 
The standard error se ore a whioh B.Ooompany the mesa 
and the m.ediaa. values in Table I indicate the extent to which 
these scores are af'.fected by errors of measu.t'ement and b7 
charlce errors related to fault,. selection of the groups em 
,. 
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which the soares have been based. If the standard error scores 
were consistently high, tl1en there would be a definite indica-
tion that the groups on which this study is based were im-
oroperly selected, or tha t s orne other error is invalids. ting ~ 
the me aaure:;nents. 
The standard error scores tor eaoh ot the groups 
in this study were low. The highest standard error ';.>1' the 
mean was 1.8,5 for the entire group of' one hundred cases. 
The comparatively hiJ.,;h stend~\l"d error for the :mean 
of this group is explained by the s 1milarly hi[;h standa.rd 
de vis. tlon for this group_ The wider range of scores for t..~e 
group seem.s to affect the accuraoy of measurement more so 
than the smaller ranges ot scores for the sub-grou~s_ In 
other words, one would e;x;pect to f lnd a greater number of 
errors of measurement (a larger standard error) if the range 
of scores on whic:., the mea.surement is based is lar'ge. The 
implication of Table I, noting the conSistently low standard 
error scores for each o£ the measures of central tendency, 
18 that the dirterenees between the values f'or this study 
and the true values from a larger sSlJnple o:f the popula tlon 
are not i::re~tt.. 
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TABLE II 
TnL !~lEAH. 1YIEDlAN A .. 'iD MOD.AL V P.LUF~ ;'fJIT!1 'rH£IB WJ;LIf1.l~ILIT:ms 
FOR THE DISTRIBUTION OF TEST SCORES ON THE DETROIT 
ADJlnr~lMEliT IN\f.31iT JRY i,'OR Olm hmroRED 
GRADE SCHOOL CHILDREN 
Group :Moan standard Standard Median Standard fdodal Score Deviat1an Error Score ~or Score 
Entire 
Group 451~ • .34 449.00 
100 Cases 
30.7:$ 5.21 471.00 47.3.00 
AveraGe I.Q. 
Group, 448.23 40 Cases 
,31.31 6.29 
Low I."~.; 
Group. 447.88 
25 Casel 
33.01 8.44 440.00 
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T_ole II contl.:dnsthe basic distributio!l of problem 
adjustment test soores for trw tott",l group of one hundred oases 
and for all of the intelligenoe subgroups. Stsndard deviation 
calcu~ations are presented for the mean soores, while stf?mdard 
error onlcula tions arepresen ted for t..'!-).e mean and the r!1ectian 
scores. 
The data. for the mEH:!n soores of tl:;.e group show that 
there were no di.fferenoes between the low intelligenoe and the 
average intelligenoe groups for their scoros on t:10 t'tdj1..lstmen t 
inventory. The I1le8Xl Be,ores for all of the groups tend to indi-
~ate the. t there Is very li ttle difference between t}~',e problem 
adjustrilent test SC01~es 1'01" any of the dJrferent intelligenoe 
groups. 
An examination of tho 'lnedian soores for the entire 
group and 1~or' the s!.b-groups indicates that th.ere is very 
little rlifference between the d1f ferent intelligence croups' 
sC:Jres ou thb problem adjustment test. Th.s greatest difference 
in the c;ledian score is twenty-four points between the hi£:;h and 
the lol.'{ intelligence groups, while the difference in the median 
between the average 8.;."1d the lovY group was only five points. 
Therefore, the median seems to indicate that there are little 
or no diI'ferences ~otween the 11ff'en:mt intalligenc'e groups' 
.cores on the problem adjus t''TIl.Eln t test. 
·ft B~cause of the essential similarity of the mean and 
the median scores for s~l of the sub-groups, the modal score 
differences take on added importru'1ce. 
The difference between tbe mode.Jf the hiGh iind the 
low intelligence groups Vias thlrty-tr...rco pOints, while the dif-
fe:>.ence between the low and the a.vera __ .6 groups waS nine points. 
SLnil8.rly, the d if'ference between the modal scores for tl-.l.e high 
and t;le average intelligence groups was twenty-f::mr points. 
These are the largest oonsistent point d.i.:Cferences between e neh 
of the groups which have been demonstrated by any of the luea-
aures of central tendency. These differences in modal scores 
tend to suggest that there are si,.:nificant difference.s between 
the 6ifferent intelligence groups' scores on tl1.e problem adjust-
ment test. 2 
The measures pf central tendency presented in Table II 
indicate tha.t the extreme scores on the problem adjustment in-
vent",ry (those scores which show v',rJ g;ood or poor adjustli:lent) 
are most important. ,i'hen the scores on the test are averaEed, 
as is done in the caloulat ion of the mea:.1, the extreme scores 
2 The importance of the extremes L~ hlle distribution 
of cases in this study shf.~ll be .further demonstrated by the 
analysis of Tables IV and V in this chapter. 
" 
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on the test lose their importance. The median is also unsatis-
factory f'rom this point of view, as it measures only central 
tendencies, and obscures the i:nportance of the extreme scores 
;;1 thin the range. 
The modal score, however, is the measure of the great-
est grouping of a particular score wi thin any ranee and, there-
fore, in the cassot the distributIon of test scores Lor the 
groupS studied in this theSis, it e:m.phasizes the extremities ot 
the dis tribution of 'scores. In the data. in Tsble II, the modal 
sc·ores are therefore considered to be more important than the 
other measures of centrol tendency. 
To test the si (.ni.ficance of' the di.il' erences 'in the 
problem adjustment test scores of the dif'ferent groups, critIcal 
ratios were calculated.3 The critical ratio value between the 
whole group and the high' group was 1.87, which is significant 
between the five per cent and ten percent level of confidence. 
The cr.i tical r atl0 bet~een the. whole group and the B. verage group 
was 1;02, which 1s significant between the f'ive pel' cent and the 
.3 Formula: 
Critical Ratio: Numerical di.fference betwe6n two means ~.~. ot €fie alrterence between two means 
. 
Source: Garrett, H. E., Statistics in Psychology and 
!ducatlon, Lone:,;me,ns, Green and Co., 1950, iijCj, - -
" 
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ton peT' cent levol -'Of c :mi'idenco. 
tions indiceJ;e that t:1.6 whole e~l1d. t.he Rvera:e Inte111~:ence ,r:roupa 
of this study tl':lnd to be distinct. However, thostatlstlcal 
differences between these ["rou"1l3 were not significant at any 
point between the one nnd the five per cent level of con.f'ldene •• 
The oritical r~ltio b~t,r{e0n the whole Group and tlH3 low 
c!,r,)U:), hO'J'lever, vias 0.86, l.rhich falls at less than the fifty per 
cent level of' eon:ftdgnc<h 
The eri tic!'l r<'ltios between the high grOltp end the 
and 2.11 respoct!vely. These vr::hles fell at approximately the 
two per' cent le:ve1 of' conf'lrlence in ee.oh ease. The e'ritical 
rS.tio bc;t\'(H~n the low [-,:'oup and the average l?rou~, however, was 
0.01:., which falls at less then the fifty per cent level of con-
fidonco. 
'rheae crlticnl rnt!o otllculations indicated that the 
problc':u adjustment test ceo!'os for the averace and tl~o high in ... 
tcl1:t;-;once groups were siGnificantly distinot. Tho low intelli-
eence crou,s' scores on the problem adjustment test were not 
sIgnificantly tUstinct from the scores of' those with higher in. 
telligence. This means ~~at statements concerning the number 
or Pl"OblEHas of children with low Intel11c;rmce would" necessarily 
be lirl1! ted. 
'ft 
The standard devin tlQn seores for eaei~l of the groups 
are high. This is what one would expect, slnee the ranc:e of 
the test scores waS so great. While the mean score for tr:te en-
tire c,;,roup was 454.34, the ra.nge of the majority of oases was 
from approximately 420 to 487 • Thus, there was~vide varinbili ty 
in the possible test soore of 'anyone member ot: the t;:rouo, and 
the mean seore ot 454.34 Is me aningful only 1n relation to the 
hiGh standard devie tion which accol:upanies it. '1l'h.e range of the 
standard devis. tion 'scores shOws the. t lndiv idual records on the 
problem adjustment inventory ranged from poor adjustment to ex-
cellen t adjustment, 111 all of the six CeIltral areas on the test. 
The wide dIscrepancies between an. indivldu$l r S 80\)1"e 
on the problem adjustment test and the m.ean score for -cha. t in-
dividual's lntelligence group foreshadows the f act that the 
standard error scores For the measures at central t&ldency 
should be large. 
The standard error soares for the m.eah of each ot' the 
groups rrne frCHn 3.29 to 6.14. The standard err:J1's are high, 
and indicate that misoellaneous chanoe errors may be operatlng 
w'nich yield incorrect mee.sures for the mean and the median 
Scores for the groups in Table II. 
" 
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The standuxld error BC o::."'ee also indicate too t, it 
clnotbf)r group were selected from. the population (of the same 
sec and educat.ional levels) the likelihood that their scores 
on the probl!1"m adjustment inventory would be identicpl to the 
scarClS obtained in this study 15 not very great.. There quite 
p!'()bably would be a sliGhtly different distr1bu.tlon of' the 
SC01'1(jS. In other 'fords, the standard error scores are used 
as indications of'the fact that the d1strl~~tion of problem 
&.d.ttlsi:;!lnnt sc:->res obtained front this f,TOUp may not bo obtained 
if enoth<31-- s ample of o.ne hundred cases was selected frJn'l a 
similsr populatIon. 
While the standard errors tend to suggest that the 
mean is the more su1table measure to USe in this type ot 
analysis, the modal scores are Q.ctuatly most importe.nt. in-
asmuch as they indIcate most clearly the dirtel~nce8 be-
tween the extremes of the distribution of test scores; 1.e., 
those children of very high and very low intelligence. 
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TABLE III 
Tim PROBLEM ADJUSTMEl~T 11EAN T'8ST SCORE DISTRIBUTION FOn ~~r . 
ENTIRE GROUP AND ,eOR EACH OF TIrE SUB-GROUPS, HIDICATIUG 
TEn:: SCATTER OF TID? SC0RES IN FIVE DIFFERENT 
LEVELS OF ADJUS TlI..Elff 
Interpretation 
ot 
Response. 
Excellent 
Ad Jus tment 
Good 
AdJus tment 
Neutral 
Response 
Poor 
Adjustmen.t 
SerIous Problems 
or Ma1adjus~ent 
Mean Number of Responses 
. Whole Group. High !.Q. Average'I.Q. Low I.Q. 
100 Group Group, 1t-0 Group 
Cases 35 C asea Cases 25 Casee 
48.26 43.28 
31.11 29.9.3 29.00 
26.05 
11.64 10.09 12.60 
7.21 9.16 
" 
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Table III summarizes the distribution of the answers 
on the problem adjust:m.ent test in each of five different levels 
of adjustment for the entire em up s.nd for each of the sub-
groups. 
A child who aho'NaI soores on the Detroit Adjustment In-
ventory very sim.ilar to those presented in Table III under the 
scores for the ~verBge intelligence group would be oonsidered 
as an !!overage" child for oom.parison purposes with reference 
to t'be grot'll' studied. A sample case taken from the data may 
illustrate this paint more clearly. A child whose scores on 
the inventory showed torty .. four answers to be in the perfect 
adjustment braoket, thirty responses In the good adjuStment area 
twenty-seven in the neutral area, eleven In the poor adjustment 
area and ei~~t in the serious problem group, would be considered 
as well adjusted wi th reference to the degree of ad jus tment fo 
in the average intelligence group observed 1n this study. Any 
small deviation fram the mean. numbers presented-in Table III 
.oula. still be considered in the same light. However, when a 
child' a record ahows thirty responses shOwing excellent adjust-
ment, thirty mowing good adjustment, seventeen s11ow1n[; neu-
t~ality, twenty-two showing poor adjustment and twenty-one re-
sponses shOWing serious problems, the examiner knows that the 
child is deviating trom the soores of the group studied herein, 
and oan investigate further to disoover the area or areas about 
" 
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T.ble III indicates the number of probl ems and the 
distribut10n of problems wh:l.ch 1s the mean amount for the high, 
average and low intelligence groups. Note the very close sim1-
larity between all of' the scores and between the scores tor the 
whole group. The h1gh intelligence group's test score rUstri-
bution was olosely similar to the problem adjustment test scores 
for the whole ;;roup studied. While there seem to be slight dif-
ferenoes between the scores in the "excellent adjust:nent", "poor 
adjustm.ent" and "se.rious adjustment" areas, basIcally the pntter.l 
of the distribution ot the scores for the entire group and for 
the high intelligence group appears Similar. No marked dis-
erepancies are evident. 
Table III r'lno indicates the number of problems and 
the distribution or problems which is the mean runou.."lt for tb,e 
avera{~;e intelligence gr()up. In e. eOulparison of the c olu,,"!Uls 
of l 'able III for these grouc;'s, it appears oleE;r that t~le dis-
tribution of the test scores is almost identical in all five 
Os.ses ''Jj'' adjustment. The conolusion is that there is little 
difference between the scores on the problem adjustment inven-
tory for the average intelligence Croup and the soores on that 
test for t:le entire group. 
rr'he last col\L"'1'U1 in Table III indicates th~ number of 
problems and thE? d istributL)n of problems which is the mean 
amount for the low intelligence group. Not{:l the close similarjty 
," 
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between the -,distribution of test scores tor the low intelligence 
group and the seores for t..~e entire group. It seems clear the,t 
there is very little difference b('t'lleen t,be distribution of test 
scores for the entire group and for the low intelligence group. 
Discrepa.ncies in mean differences of one a.nswer or of a. fraction 
of one answer do not appefll" important. 
The last point to be noted in connection with Table 
III is that the d.ifferences between the high and the low intelli-
gence group test score distributions ar(;;: very slight. The larg-
est difference between 1;.he groups is that of five points, in the 
area. of "excellent adjus tment, ff where the hlf~h intelligence 
group appears to have a grea.ter number of answers than those ot 
lower intelligence. 
A differenoe ot: tour pOints between these groups i. 
noted in the area of "serious problems" or "maladjustment," 
the low intelligence group tending to have a greater number of 
poor adjustments. 
The examination of Table III seemed to indioate that 
there were no differences between the kinds of problems of any 
ot tl1e intelliL;ence sub-groups, as compared with th .• scores for 
the Ctltire group. To ascertain whether or not statistical dif-
terences could be foun.d between the groups, critical r~:tios were 
calcula ted. 
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The calculation of the critical ratios showed that 
there were no significant differences between the different 
intelll~,:ance groupe' scores on the problem adJustm.ent test. 
ThiS means that for all praetioal discussion purposes, the high, 
low and average intelligence groupe seored approximately the 
srune on the problem adjustment 'inventory. Differences between 
the groups were not reliable inasmuch as the critical ratio 
scores did not .fall within the one per cent or the l'ive per cent 
level of confidence. 
The aotual m.nuEH'ieal value for the critical ratio 
between the entire group and the low intelligenoe group was 
0.48, which taIls approximately at the flrty per oent' (chance) 
level of confidence, between the entire group and the average 
intellicence group the critical ratio was 0.90 which also falls 
approximately at the .fifty per cent (chance) level of con1'i-
dence. The cri tieal ratio between the entire group and the 
high intelligence group "'8.81.$7, which falls close to, but not 
at tIie ten per cent level ot con1"idenoe. 
These ori tical rA.tio values indie ate that there is no 
difference between the test patterns tor the entire group and 
for anyone of t"c16 sub-groups. The test sc.;re distributions of 
the groups are generally those of chance and. therei'ore, cannot 
be ascribed to any distinct differences between the groups 
themselves. 
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The,'oritical ratio. betwenn th~ hl~;h :1$ltel11g~$nce grGUp 
" 
a,.'1d the av.l'I'tli~e· lnto11if';,once f,.l:'I.:,nt, V'laS 2.12; tween t 
': 
intell1geneo group and t'~le low lak.:,11iC!lllnoe (.'roup, 1.41. :)t 
t;.18se 13.tter 01"1 tical !' ,·tlos, t;).~ i'orr:ler .:r'alls closo tJ, but 
not at, the f1v6 Pf~r cent lev~l ot: eunt1d.eneo, amI t 6 l~j~. tel' 
falls close to, but not at, tt"le ten per cent level. 
g€nC6 grOtlp and t,r-:~. low Intell!fgenoe gNUp .. aa 0.11, wh.ich 0.008 
not even ~ppro$ch' the fifty pet" cent level of co.n1"idence. 
'}{r,lle the~ 1s some i.tlll1c:ultlonot a dlstLictlon betwHl 
lern. eJ'Jtt.~trilent 1nv(}ntory (the scvr~s approach e1u)lii'ioanoe9.t 
th.e r1v~ POI" oent level), t."ler0 ,1s no olear C!llt. <iistlnot <ii£,. 
:fel"enee bstweon the groups. T~lti.! Brune 18 true for th.e dlfferen,cel 
between the hl,:'h GNUP (kn<.l t}~ low group, wher~ the or! tical 
ratio $co:r~~ appr<ja~hes. 'tnlt flOGS not reach the t~nl P$t" cen.t lev.' 
of c;Jrlf lel.nee. 
aated tl1!'\t there were no al,niticant rat!'tn·~'H''lO(H' beta'lElien the 
d1ffe.re.nt 1ntelllcooc$ gl'Ou.ps' 'HHlt'EUJ >In k~o prQbl~::l ad.Jus t':lent 
inventory, Althou.~:h th,eN were t Ol'ilf? tendenoles £::>1" dif1'el"tU1Cea 
in tho S(k,l"ea of th4lll hl?:h gl'OUp as contrasted t;.J t11.05 e CJf the 
10\11 i:!roup. 
The analysis ot the roll~wlnc table (Tsble IV) tend, 
to dem.onst1"4te these conchusions more clearly throu.~,;h t:.1.e ex-
pression of numerioal coefficients ot cOl'1'ela.tlon betwee.n in-
tell!. ence and tl:-le nu:.l1ber of Pl:'O ;:.10:''118 of e SOil o~ tZle 1"on,%' Croups 
·ft 
TAnLI~ IV 
THE STATI31].~CAr., OCRR:M..TIDHS B~T'~1fJ~i:)1 Tm~ !NT:}~tL!GEliCE OT! 
CH!!IDnmf A!ID TID: Innrrr:n or" TUgm pnJBLll:W3, :.:M.3ED OB' 
OlE HOlf~n:-::::> GRADE SCRO(""L PUPILS 
Intnll1genoe IuzIlber ot Oo't"Hlatlon Pttobab1e 
ot Group P%tobleu Ooetf1e1ent ~. 
flholo ONuP. 100 All (!) Onsos, I.0. tY'l>oa (+) .)2"1' .06 
1':> an ."'~ 64-14S (120 items) ,; ~ ~:> c, . 
nigh. Group, 3$ AU (!) .• u On.8 oS • I.c),. t~C~1 (ttto' .11 
RallS" 111-l4S (120 ltemn) 
. 
Avera;:;_ Ol"OllP, .Ul (!) 40 Ca.sea. I.C}. tYJV)a (+ ) ~22 .10 
nonce 90-11Q (120,i~ema) 
Low Group, 2$ All (:) C!':.ses, !. 0:.. types ( .. ) .62 .06 
R~G ~a9 (120 Itcmua) 
* Eta N • ~ x:::t • .,. 
" 
.. , 
Ta81e" IV shows the correlation between the intelligence 
ot the difterent groups ot children L'1d their number ot problems. 
A low correlation or a lack of correlation may be important tor 
the ourpo see ot this study. In s oms in.s tance s *' as an exsmina-
tion of Table IV will reveal. the probable error ot the coeffi-
cient is so high that the coeffiCient of oorrelation itself is 
not reliable. 
The rectilinear coefficient of correlation between the 
number ot problems and the intelligence of tl~ whole group was a 
positive .32. The tact that the oorrelation is positive tends 
to suggest that as intelligenoe increases the number O.t' problems 
of the individual also tends to increase. 'lllle probable error ot 
the correlation .is .06. T:"1is probable error is high, in view of 
the low oorrelnticm itself, it is not enough, however, to in-
validate the oorrelation. 
The correlation between the whole group and the number 
ot tr~ir problems was checked for a possible curvilinear rela-
tions~lp. 'rhe data indicatedth at e. better measure of the rela-
tions between this group was given by the curvilinear correla-
tion formula. As indicated in Table IV, the Eta correlation for 
this group was .51 for both N'xy and Nyx• BlL1ceman t s short test 
tor curvllinearity was used and it indicated that t~e curvilineax 
" 
The higher curvl11n.'1" correlation of' .!}l indicates 
thl.1t there 18 8 ome relationship between t~ nU1ubf::l" ot problmt6 
sno tl'~e intelligence of the cltire group ot one hu.ndrEHl (Lases. 
Int~sm.uCh al tbe correlation is eurvlline"r, howevflr, one CrulilQt 
st~,te ;:H)sitively tn$\t as Intcll,lr';encEI 1.n.ert!9.ses tho .nu.,"'!lb!~r of 
prol'l~rn$ wl11 al$O tand to lrH!~lQtH~. 
The c(u'l"eletlon bet"l>n~~n tbtJ numo6l'" 01' ~roble!l\a an4 
tho 1ntellli:t:enee of. the low Intt:lligenoe group .. as posit.lve .62, 
wit~l a prob~~ble err·"r of .08. 'f'b1s 1s one C)f the highest c<)rre-
lAtL.ms obtained Croom tho el £tta it'l thiz stud> II and it tun<i& to 
lndioat~ t!"..a t tt:.er~ is some d,efiulte l"tc,;l atlonah::tp b$t~een the 
::tndividual~ with 
lower t n aVt.ill"ag* lntel11gEuloe.. Th .• corr".latlon st'.::~ml high 
encmf'h to warrant th .• ste!tm:'lS!1t th.!lt within thE!:MU'l. of the 
' .... ' f 
low 1.''1, 'a (64-139), thEt indiv1duals wlth tM lowest I.'·). fa b.ave 
iewer probl~m. than those Ind1vlduf1le wttl-lin trlis gl"')up who have 
aOillewhBt hlgher Int0111genoe. This may be due to the :fact that 
-
5alakemall' $ FQrJaula (short .t'Qrm.) I 
A regrtUUIIQll 1s linear It: nox ffEte)2 - (1'}3> 11.37 
A l"egrEu!Hll~Q:n is eurvl11netlr 1fl (lU)c [Bta)2 - ('r)!l< 11.37 
Source, Hol~lnc&r, K. ~J •• Stat' stlcal Metho ,. for 
~udenta in ;-:,",1,0'<' Lion, '30ston, 1928 .., ,-
MI • .-.... oj •.• -
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the lower I..R. t,s wi thin the ranee of the low intelligence group 
are ei ther n~t aware of m.any types of proble~.ns, or do not have 
the problems because the yare flOt sufficiently intelligen t to 
be dlst-urbed by them. 
The rectilinear correlations for tltis group were 
checked for llne61rity. and Blakem.ants test was again ftpplied 
to the der! ved Eta correIa tiona. The resuJ. ts ~r~dic8.ted for 
this group, however, th t the true relationship is a. rectilinear 
one, and th8,t the cOl"relation of positive .62 expresfed as a 
rectilInear function 1s correct. 
The correlation between the number of problems and the 
high and the average intelligence groups was positive .11 (prob-
able error of .11) and positive .22 (probable error of .10) re-
spectively. In both of these instances the correlations are 
seen to be low. In ()oth of these groups the probablH error of 
the coefflc ient of corre-lation is so high ths.t it nega.tes Ql'ly 
meaningful interpretat ion of the correlations themael ves. 
'llhere is nothing that can be positively concluded con-
oerning the relatio:'1ships between the n-l.lil1ber of problems Etud the 
intellIgence of ohildren -1n the high and the average intelligeree 
groUps ot this study. The two correla.tions were checked for 
curvillnear1ty, but the resultIng Eta correlations and Blakeman'S 
• 
teat for c~vl11near1ty both indicated that the true relation-
. 
Ihip 1s s. rectilinear one, as expressed by the coefficients of 
eOl"relatlon presented in Table IV. 
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I'" Hi important to note in aum.Inarizinr: Table IV that 
one cannot r,~ake definite statem.ents concerning the numbc~r ot 
problems of anyone individual cl~11d in any of the groups stud-
ied. ~'here are definite tendencies, however, which have been 
demons t1"a ted by this study of an en tire group of childreii who 
are e.ll at a given level of intelligence. Of t..1.650 terl.uencie5 
or trc;n!js, the following sser.l m:)st il:lportant (with reference to 
the data in Table. IV): (1) There seems to be some relationship 
between the intelligenoe of children and the number of th€ir 
problems. However, one cannot make a de£inite statement to the 
effect tha t 8. child of a given degree of intelligence shall have 
e. given number of problems. The relationships hQve not been 
demonstrated to be exact to that degree of prediction. (2) All 
of the oorrela tiona (regardless or the ir actual numerical 
values) were positive, which tends to suggest th:~t individuals 
of hi'_.,her intel1i.q;ence l:..a.ve a higher number of' problems, and 
likewise, individuals o.f lO'wer intelligenoe have fewer problems. 
This may be due to th.e taot th~l.t ind! vi du als of higher intelli-
genoe have the capaoity to be aware of more of the problems ot 
thei~ environment, or they m~ have more complex environments in 
which to adjust thems{ll ves. (3) There seems to be very strong 
evidence to suggest that ' within the range of the low intelli-
gence group observed in this study, individuals with the lowest 
der;ree ot intelligence ha.ve fewer problems than individuals 
with comparatively higher intelligenoe. 'lIne data elso supports 
the hypotheSis that (within this low intelligence group) ind!-
'f1duals within the higher intelljg enoe level:3l;end to have a 
I:1'aAter number of pro blEma than 1:hoae with the loweat 1ntelliszence. 
TABLE V 
THE STATISTICAL CORRELATI',)lfS ll,ETvl.2:EN INTELLIGENCE AND 
SIX DIFFERE."NT KINDS OF PROBLmlS, BASED ON A 
, ST1JDY OF ONE ll'UlfDlt'SD GRADB 
SOHGOL CHILDRE1f* 
Kind or 
Problem 
Coeffioient ot 
Correle.ticm Correlation Ratios 
Physioal 
Haalth 
Emotional 
Problems 
Extroversion-
Introversion 
TendencIes 
Family 
Adjustment 
School 
Adjustment 
Personal 
Adjustment 
'r 
.16 
.2.1 
.17 
.... " .. 0.\_ 
.28 
.07 
.06 .91 
.07 
.06 
.06 .38 
.06 
.08 .23 .10 
.02 .50 .08 
.08 
.08 .57 .07 
.09 . .08 
.08 .5.3 .07 
*A1l oorrelation ratios and all coetficients ot correlation 
are positIve. 
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'fable V presents til Sum:e1ary of the rela tionships be-
tween intelligence and the kinds of problems of' ohildl"m. All 
of the oorrelations are based on the one hundred ohildren used 
as the subjects for this study (their overall I.~. r&lge is 
64-145). Analysis has been made in Table V concerning ai£ dif-
ferent areas of adjustments physical health, emot1on8~ adjust-
ment, extroversion-1nt!'oVEll'sion tendencies, t'mnily ad jus tment 
and personal problema. 
In order 'to obtain a measure of: the total ad jus trrsnt 
score for each of the six different areas of adjustment tor 
each child, the numbsl' of poor or bad adjus'L1nent answers were 
subtracted tram the number o:f the good and the excellent ad. 
justment answers. The answers given by the children which 
showed neutral adjustment (indifference toward that problem) 
were disregarded. 
Thus, tor example, a chUd who had a total of fl:fty 
five good and exoellent adjustment answers combined, but also 
had a total of poor or serious . ad Jus anent responses of flftesn, 
Would receive a total adjustment Score ot forty for ths.t par-
ticular area; 1.e., physical health. By this procedure the 
examiner coul1 correlate a single value for the total adjust-
• 
ment of each child 1n ea.ch area ot' adjustment as against the 
intellicence score (1.0..) tor that child. 
• 'r, 
'ft 
The rectilinear oorrelations presented in Table V 8.1"'e 
acoQmpanied by their probable error SCoY>es while the standard 
error score is presented f'or t;:le curvilinear values. An eXal1l1 ... 
nation of all of the rectilinear coefficients of' ovrrelation 
shows that the highest 1s a positIve .30, while the lowest 1s 
positive .16. While the nu..rner:tcal value of the coefficients 
of' correlation are not hieh (particularly when one consir2ers 
t1.10 rnther high probaole error valu.es which aeconlr,Jany many of 
them), it is interosting to note tha.t all of the c:.>rrelati.1ns 
are positive in ench of ,the six different problem areas. This 
tends to support the evidenoe and. statementn previously pre-
sented in Table IV I with regnrd to the overall nu.11lber' of prob. 
1ems o~ childr~n. 
The analYSis and conolusions whioh may be drawn from 
a study of Table V shall' be discussed in the balance of this 
chapter with individual emphasis upon en.oh of the six different 
problem areas. Thus. the first topio to be considered is the 
re1 atlol'lship between phys lcal health probloms an{l the intelli-
gence of children (as expressed by the correlation values of 
Table V). 
Table V indicates () .. lines.I" coeffiCient of correlation 
between intelligence and physical health problems or positive 
·ft 
.16 (P.B. of': .(7). This coefficient was eh$cked. 1;0 ~ee if a 
'ta:;"X 1~ Z)o~iltlv •• 23 (;1. '. of' .10). It 1$ I't'sdl1y 5I!H.lf,n that 
t:~t.) c:.H"v11!l"i$si:l;" val,10S bot::l :reV0!'.l apoiUllb111t:::r of Q her 
'\)'Q.1'~o.,::taxy Lt'ld th'l:t ztayX wer$ cQrr.oted, .f'01'" 'Po.slble 
e1"1~Ol~a (!Utii t:.) tj1t1 ,~ e \'),f t;)O t:e w ca.e e a a...lld f'or ':)\)8 9 1b1 (; orr-::tra 
tFl~'1<,.6 T~li.0 c'.>rreeted'<taxy is ,os1 t.tve •. :;?LI. {S.E. of .10} end. 
t:·,,~ ':;')r1'tect~rl·':t.,.x 1s positive .00, (S.E. ot .(0). W;len th.$ 
e~1e,~i{s i'le~e apff11ed. to those cQrr$cte{l F.tQ vf\l u~l;nJ 
it WQ5 !")'Jrlt' t'Jat t!lO ervlli..rUH~r rt~l at 1,:>nab,ip as tho bQ~t 
Co~cted Eta = 1 
II 
.. 
(it .. 3) 
:::: ::: 1 : ::': , 
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value of positive .16 (P.E. of .07) is the best expression 
for tb.e re1a.tionship bet'ween the intelligence and the physical 
health problems of the chlld1"~m who were the subjects in this 
investigation. 
The m.nllerical value of this cor:relation (positive , 
.16) 1s ver'J low. Its probable error (.07) is so high in 
comparison to the nrunerioa1 value ot' the coet.ficient ot cor .... 
relation its.:!.!. ~hnt one must conolude, negativel:r, that 
there is no relationship between the intelligence ot child-
ren and the physical. health adjustment or problems of child-
ren. This does not say that there is no relatIonshIp be-
tween the physical condl tion of the subjects and their in-
telligence; it is a conclusion based on the problel1ls or 
difficulties which children have 11'1 the area of physical 
, 
heal th adjus tmen tl. 
The reotilinear oOefficient of correlation for the 
re1~tlonship between eraotional problems and intelligence i8 
positive .27 (P.E. of .06). The :::taxy is positive .91, (S.E. 
ot .02) and the Et&yx is pOsitive .50 (3.1:;. or .08). Blalce-
man t S ohecks showed that the curvUinear reI atlonship was the 
true relationship and best expressed the m.ean1ng of this 
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The.-:ftoctillncHu' coefficient ot cor:rels.tlon shall there. 
foro 00 disregarded, arul the m~Bn1nr: of the Et~ wl1l be dis. 
* 
CHssod, inas?.mch as it 1$ most important tw eotab11sh1,ClI.! the 
objoctives of this study. 
The :ct~ ...... ot positIve .50 in Aocompanied by a low JA 
sttu.1d&l"d error (.08). 'rho vl1ltu~ of tho cOl"l'elatlon l·f~tio 1s 
C01<)1~GOt. and 1s tlwretore seen to be a good expression of the 
rali.~tlot);shl:ps betw6sn emotional adjWlJtment and intelliGenoe. 
TllG fact tbat there' 1s a oorrolatiOD in this area IndlcRtea that 
the t'<fC varIables (emotIonal adjus1JDent and 1ntf'~llii;cnc~) al"e 
rolated. An 1nspectioA or the scatter diagp.a for ti~ distri-
bution or the arp.,.. further Buggeat, that oh11dren with high 
Intelligenoe and childron w1th low intelligenoe tend to have 
the least amount ot eaot1onel. dIffIcult,. or trouble 1n the aroa 
of ~l1otlonal adJust_nt. :icHvevEu*, the numerical vat ue ot the 
coet,:;"!cient 1s n·.>t high, and 1t 1s not ootlrely Justifiable to 
make S"\,l.o.h Q atli3tem.ent, partioularl,.. since the Dumbor or suD-
jeottJ itl t:al~ study waS l1m1tofJ to one llUn(lred. 
• L 
7 Tbc values in Table V tor Ht"xY and 2~ under 
flom.'ltl'JIUll ::>roblomsH were o..1J:'I'eoted by thecol'root1on !'ormula 
presented 1n footnote au, pai~e t1fi..7 seven. The c orr-Gated 
Etaxy 1s po~itive .90 (corrected S.B. is .02), the Gorrect.d 
Etay,x 10 positive .36 (oorrected S.E. 14 .09). Bl~cman's 
teste on thc:i.!@ o~rrected curvilinear valuws indicated ~h{l.t the, 
ou~U1near expl1eaa1on or the relatlOD.h1p betweon emotional 
problema and intelligenoe was the correct metllod tor revealing 
tho meanIng and true tmportance or the data. 
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These conclusions rognrc11ng emotional adjustnlent in 
no way oxplain why children in theso pnrticulQl:~ groups should 
'00 so inclined toward excellent adjua tment. HO'flElVar, this is 
not the purpose of the ")rE:sGnt investigation" and to hypoth.e. 
size a C~\.t'I.S0 or a reason for this occurrence would be to argue 
'.1ithout fr..ct. 
A rU€istion may arise as to the roason for dlsregurding 
l!fxy ot.91 in this area. of emotional rtdjustlllent in 
rrable V. Al thouzh the value of this :Jorrolation rs.tio is ,roY'Y 
high it hn.5 b'oon omitted from this discussion (as have all r4 
the other .xy val~es in Table V) since tho dependent variable 
(in this instance. emotional adjustment) was plotted on tho 
Y-axis or the correlation ratio chart, and thE; independent var-
iable (intelligence) was pl~~ted on the X-axla ot the carrel~ 
t10n ratio chart. Thererore, the Hyx. i.e., the dependence ot 
adjustment 1n emotional matters on intelligence, 1s the crucial 
value for' the purposes or the present investigat1on. 
Table V indicates a rectilinear coeffioient of corre-
lation of positive .11 (P.E. of .01) for the relat10nship be-
tween extrovCl!'sion-introvers1on tendenc1es and the :lntoll1r;ence 
of chtldren. The te:rms "extroversion-introvorsion tendencies" 
are som.owbs t m.isleading. They actually inTolve' a measu.re ot 
the degree of nself-expression"" or the ability ot a child to 
"adapt to, work With and play w1th others". 
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There.fore; the terms <1extl~overslon-introvcrsion tendencies" are 
reallY' a measure of thf.' runonut or (legrce of extroversion which 
a child in cap::;.:;le of expressing in this particular ilritten 
test of IldJUS tm,cnt. 
The :.:;taxv is po~~itive .47 (S.E. of .08) and. tr,..e 
.. 
Etayx is positive .53 (B.;:;'. o.f~.07).8 BIRk~m.1:.U1t8 test ind1 .... 
cated thtl t the eUT',\1"11inEtnr 1",:1a tlonsh~_p is the C'Jl"l'cct r:1ethod 
for r1~rllonstr:1tin;:; the true [lleaning ot thf> dSlh.~. in th:ts area. 
The standard error valuus whiuh acoompany the cur .... 
vili'::lear vs.lues ara not ·hlgh BllOUeh to invalidate the meaning 
of the c-'.l!'''l1.linenr ra.tios. Therefore, the importance of the 
correlations in ~11s area are eXDressed by the Etayx value, 
positive .5). This corr~latlon ratio suggests that thore is 
a !'81e.tionshlp between Intell1g6nce and a tendency ~ow9.rd ex-
trovflrsion. An inspeetfon of the seatter diaGram I'or thi8 
correlation retl0 tends to suggest that chIldren or high and 
loW' intelligence are even more "extroverted"; i.e., better able 
to ex'press themselves in fA group. than those ohildren wi thin 
the avera.::;€! intelligence group of this study. 
-
8 Corrected Eta.X'I:" 1s posl tivs .35 (S.E. or .09}J 
corrected Ets.yX is positive'" .41 (S.8:. ot .08). Blakeman's 
checks indicated that the curvillnenr expre8s!on remnins the 
correot way to express the true meaning of' the data, even it 
the correctIon formula (pege fif'ty-seven, f'ootnote six) is 
applied. 
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This tendency is not at all marked; 1 t do as llot imply 
that children wi th P..verB·r~e intelliGence do not possess this 
characterlst:i.e, nor d.oes :t t mean that n11 children in thE) high 
and the low intelligence cS.tel-""":ories will bl!} inclined toward 
extl~overg1on. n61 tra:;; l' the C orT'elHtion nor exnerience could 
pos,'ibly bear out suoh B.n extrtb.e nositlon. 9 
In examining the relationship between intelligence 
a!l(l tEl'!",11y e.djuo tment, the r0ct11inear ooeffioient of' correla-
tion in. 'rable V is Sieen to be nositlve .21~ (P.fl;. o£ .06). The 
Etaxy is lioslt1v€l .1+0 (S.B. of ,,08) and the Btayx is ;Jocltlv8 
C7 (,~ ,., f 'J7) 10 .~ I o.~. 0 .. .. Th.us" ill t:1.is area the im:portnnt cor:r>e-
lation Y"t!tl0 1.13 expl"f1SSed b7 thE' valul') oJ' t:he Eta.,.:,: (pos! tive 
.57). It is t..1ao observed t"w.t the 8t9.n(1a.~d error of this vnlue 
is low (.07)1 so thnt the~ is no doubt that the correlatioa 
ratio itself is substantially co~reot. 
9 n • .8. rtarrett_ in his book, Statistios in ~i 
Ch010G~ and Education, liew York, 1950" 311, l!!ustra"tes a ~yps 'OL !nt6~pr0tat!on from the co~~elatlon ratio ~catter 
diagram.. 
10 B1altfHIlstl' s 'cheeks in(l1oated that the curvilinear 
rela.tion i:J the bel!t correlation ratio for the exprossion ot 
the true rttlatlonsh1.ns in this area. 'rho oorrelat ion ratios 
Were corrected for pas sibl;3 ino.ocut"acies (seo pt':v~e .fitty-se'""on 
and l'ootnote Six, :raGe fifty-seven). '.rho corrected .Eta.xy is 
POsitive .24 (corroeted S.E. is .10); the corrocted Etayx is 
positivo .46 (corrected S.E. is .08). The Blakeman's checks 
tor t~e corrected Eta values substantiated the ract that the 
Uurvilinear funotion is still the best way to describe the 
relationShips 1nthis area. . 
·ft 
Th.c I:~tayx. of positive .57 1n.d.ica.tes the.t there is a. 
rela tionship bet;ween .i"'mnily c.c1justm.ent and intelllgence# while 
an in~poctiQn of.' the sCDtter diagrrun for the correlation ratio 
tBnds t;) SU?P01~t th.$ furth,:~r c::mcluslon that there is a better 
adjus tluen t in trt ts ares. by thos e ch.ildren of very high and very 
loW' intolligen.ce. The nur.1erica,l v o:>J. us of the correlation ratio 
io not hi;;h enou~~;h to warrant more der inite conclusions in this 
arca. Ex,oJ:'ieooe certainly dlotates that there are nu:my ohild-
ily relaLic'H'lshlps ,wlhil0 thore are alno numerous examples ot 
children t7i th a1 tr..a J'" low or hlr,h intelligence who are not well 
adjuGtcd in t'het!' home life. 'I'he scat"i~er dls{';rarJ. tmolyeis sug-
gos ts that thero i8 e. Generc.l tendency, vmen conSidering larger 
groups 0; cl.ildl't:)n# ror those of very high and tho~e of vS'I!"1 
low intelligence to be c:rtost perfectly adjusted in their home 
envirOni'll6ll ts. 
The rectilinear coefficient of correlation for the 
relationship be·tw3en school a.dJustment or school problems snd 
the intelligenoe of chiloren 1s positive .28 (P.E. of .06). 
The e1..Tt"vI11near values are: gt8.xy of posItive .38 (S.E. ot 
.09), an0 Etayx ot: positive .47 (S.E. of .08). The curvllinear 
values were checked by the correction formula prevrously des-
cribed, and It waS round that the corrected Et8.xr is lowered 
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to positive-: .20 (corrected f).E. ot .10) and the corrected 
Etayx became positive .31 (S.E. ot .09, corrected). Blakeman's 
checks tor linear! ty showed that the true I' elationshlp in this 
aPes. is best described by the expression of the rectilinear 
value (positive .28). 
The probable e:t-ror (.b6) tor this correlation is 
not high enough to invalidate the correlation. There tore , the 
posit1ve .28 1s It valid. good expression of the relationship 
between the 1ntell1Sence of children and the degree of' their 
school adjustment or school problems. The nUilerica.l v alae ot 
the correlation i tselt is not hleh enough to warrant any major, 
definite conclUSions in this area. The tact that the c..)rrela-
tlon is positive, however, 8~gest8 that children of higher 
intelligence are better adjusted (in generalJ in school than 
are Children ot low or lower intelligence. The correlation 
is so low, however, that one could not defend s:'o_ch a position 
wi thout .f'! ... l.rther eVidence, or without qualifying Buch a state-
ment to a high decre6. It seems safest to conclude that the 
evidence in this area. is. inconclusive) that Is, the study 
does not indicate which intelligence group is really best 
adjusted in this area of school adjUB~ent or school life. 
Perhaps this is beom.-e, in a.ctuality, no one group is really 
r 
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better adjueted tllan the other; perhaps the matter in this 
area resolves Itself toward a considere.tion of individual ad ... 
justment, rather than of anyone intelligence groupts adjust-
ment. 
The last area to be discussed is presented in Table V 
'\ll,J.der the title ·personal adjustment". The rectilinear coet .... 
ficient or correlation is positive • .30 (P.g. ot .06). The 
curvilinear value of Et&.xy is posItIve .43 (S.E. of .08) and 
for Etayx it is positive .53 (S.E. ot .07). 
While the ourvilinear values m.ay scem to be much 
higher th;::n the rectilinear coetfioient. the corrected Eta 
correlations are not so. Correoted. the Etaxy 1s positive 
.29 (corrected S.E. of .09) and the correoted EtSyx 1s positive 
.41 (corrected S.E. of .08). Blakemants checks revealed that 
the best and truest poss'1ble method for explaining the r elclti 
ships in this area demanded the use of the rectilinear coet:f1-
oient of' correlat1on. 
The UdPortance of the correlation ot positive .30 is 
seen not because of' its numerical value, but rather, because 
of the f~l(~t that it 1s positive, and becaUSe of its accompany-
ing low probable error (.06). This correlation tends to 
auggest that as intellige:nco increases (1.e., a.s one goes up-
W&l"d in the scale troIn those of low intelligence towards those 
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of higher lrttGllie;<3ncc), there is better a.c'l.JI13tmcnt in personal 
affairs and r,ulttcrs of l?. rv:;r:Jone.l nature.11 T:l0 ~')Qfficicnt 
irn~)os sible to 1!la1 .. u~ an ex: lie1 t ststenlEmt rec;arding the rela-
~~:,)I'S Q,ibili ty ot' a tftondenc:r tow~rdlt instead of beinG H10}~e exaot 
a(;1;)081 tivc.12 
thj.£; c~.i.apt;~rr ir. ?res8nted. in t:1.6 fine.l portion of this theai.,. 
1n .. :,; relationships bEitwoen int$11igenceanrl the kinds of: prob-
1em.s of tho on~ hundred subjects ot thIs study: (1) there ap-
pears to be no l'elationo}:iip betvleen intelligence and physioal 
health problems or edju~ibiient; (2) there is a positive re1a-
tianship between intelligencG and the degree of adjust1110nt in 
emotional ::I1tltters or amount ot emotional control; (3) there is 
11 Par n more explicit uisoussion of what this term 
includes, the reader is referrecl to page nineteen of this 
the~is. 
12 Correlation ratioc Dnd coefficients of corr-elation 
were cl so obtv,ined for each of the sub.crrouns and oach of the 
" . 0 I< .. 
s ... X prob1.o1'1 areas discussed prf;'Viouely. lIo significBnt findings 
could be elicited by this method. 
r~---------. 
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a positive r910. tionsh1p betweon intelligence IL."ld fa:mily adjust .... 
ment. and there are also i!'.dications (but not definite, cO.nclu-
siva evidenoe) thfl.t ch1ldren of ~,ery low and very hiGh lntel11-
cence tend to be more e::lr.t:r'ovorted~ i.e., better able to express 
themselves in e. £~OU:P, ntin:~lF, .. dt.h others, etc.; (J.~) there 1s 
ment. An analysis or t~e ~1cnttar dia~~ram. suggosts that there 
is a tendency for ehllclren in th<'.l high an<l the low intelligence 
groupS of this study'to b!1 h~3tt~,... Q.(1j'UstQd in their f'am1ly sit-
uati:::ms; however, the ev1<1rmce here is not creat enQu[~h to allow 
f·;)r mOl") preoise eta toments; (5) there is some evidence to in-
dic3te that ohildren of hl:~h intelligen.oe are better adJusted 
in school than thcs e of low'or intell1gtln.ceJ however, the e vi ... 
dence in this area 1s not oonclusive, and 1s only sug{::estive of 
possible tendencies; (6)' thero has been presented evidenoe to 
indicate tha. t as intelligenoe inoreases" there is also an in ... 
crea.sing tendenl.l'Y for better adjustment in personal af£'airs and 
matters of a -personal nature. 
Thill concluding c;:~.a"tor 1:;) intended to pr~JH$ellt f:, 8Ulll-
nl.Eiry of tl'l1Fi eotire 8 tudy ~.nd the lm.portant conclusions the 
Th. originsl prJbl.m eon,aisted ot two p.arts: (1) 
,,is r;',lationehip b~t'If()en intelligence and the nUl.'llber 0:£ orob. 
lell:lS ot rahl1dl"en 4Uld (2) the relationsh.ip bti:,tweetl lnt{ll11gfJaee 
and th0 kinds ot pr'.Jblems 'Of ~~11d.:Ntn. The hypothesis was that 
the h~+;~l" tIle 1ntelll~;:,nQ •• tilt} fewer tIle llU~11btu" ot proble~!1e, 
aac1,cor.uH.tquently th~ better the ind.iv-laual 8fljua t~nt. '1111. 
eO~lverse of the stl'·t(l\"Ieut was alao bdl1eved. to be prQb~~blt':!. 
In '.Jl"der t3 veri.!'y the hypoth.s 1$. it waa UGOeSIIHlry' 
to seleot tests wh.toh w'otud &1\&aS'.ift! t1:~ i'actortl involve-d, 
nfll..t..1:ely, 1ntf!l:lligenoe an ' thetnnlber and kinds of prob10msof 
chlldr'lt.Hl. Two d.1.ff'_"nt tests WON adtni!:d,stCN(l tQ eS\.ch :.:Jf t.h.e 
'I'hurat3tUS t s Pp'1mery 14entt:l.l A'bl11t1tH.t -~x~1nat1on 
11elded atl intelligence qu,otlo.tl t, .hl1{) the Df)tl"'alt AdJust:::~I.t;mt 
Invent ory yIelded a mer-t$ure ot t1:. number and ltindlt of prot,)-
i_a Qr cil1lfil"6n. 
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H.,ing obtained these data. it was necessary next to 
". 
determine the correlation botween these ~actors. The otis Cor-
relation Charts end techniques were used to 8.000:11p118;:1 that end. 
Holzinger Fanl1s for the Ooefficient of' Correla.tion and the Cor-
relation Ratio were used in eases where the relationship be-
tween the factors was non-linear. The calculation ot critical 
, 
ratios determined the signifioance of the findings and the s 13-
n1fice.nce of the ditferellCes between the groups. 
On the basis of thl;.) statistical eorrel8,tions presented 
and interpreted in Table IV or Chapter V, the following conclu-
sions concerning the relatlonsb.ips between intelligence and the 
nThnber of problems ot' children may be s~Aarized: (l) There i8 
some relationship between intelligence and the number of prob-
lems of children. This relationship is not obvious if one 
exm~ines the entire group of children, but it bec~ues apparent 
, 
as one investigates the different intelligence croups individ-
ually; (2) In t.~le range ot the low intelligence group of this 
study. (I.Q. "range 64-89). children w1t~ the relatively higher 
intelligence bave a greater number of problems than children 
with the very lowest I.Q.'a. This is probably due to the ract 
that those children with the lowest intelligence (i.e., I.Q.ta 
below seventy or seventy-rive) are not sufficiently .ware at 
the factors in their environments to be disturbed by them. 
·ft 
Ohildren with 1.<:'. fa of eightY' to ninety (appro.x1r:lAte), however. 
arc 1ntelllt~:;en.t enourft to ~all:r.e ::ttmy of th9ir inabilitIes and., 
th.eret'ore ... # one would oxpeet, 118V" a correspondIngly higher 
number of problema. The explanatIon 1'01" this findIng 1s a 
th.eory. The finding Is a atetlatical taet, () It 1$ not pos-
sihl. to make SIll" atat'(.')mmts ". rtjeArds th.- nu.mb-ar of' T>:r<)bl" 
ot the ohi1dl"€)1l 1i1 the av.r~.r.je Md in the high 1nt(!)111~eIl.ee 
erO'l}). of thlsatudy. The statistical evidence was 1nconelu-
$:!.ve; that 18. t:1S ootTelatlona w.r~ trugre;fH\t1ve 'Of trends; but 
not hIgh enQll!~h to .arrant Qll"Y detinit. oonclua1on8; U~)tlt.st1y. 
there 11l SOl:!le -U€f:eatlon that, eontrl\f"7 to the original hypo-
thesis of this t:1)$$18, individuals of lugh lntfl1111gtl)noe ten.t1 to 
hav$ lit t};roater nu .. '.~be!" ofprobl&x.'ul then. lmU,v1duals w1 ti:l rola-
t1 v&ly lO'flt1r 1ntel11t~~Hlce. 
'llhe la.t portion ot tl~ ",ork of th1.8 thcHli8 Ill .... 
volved th$ !nvestleatl0i:1 01' th.·s l"(>l~.t:1oru~hlp$ between in.t(ll!-
gE.'IllCe and six different k1nds .0:1: prob10t1s wMch chUdren OOlll-
m.onl:; enoounter. *llhe 8~ar7 pro«u.en.ted hel"*t'J of this Inv-0st1t;a-
tion i.s baaed. on the statistioal evidence cited In Tf1lble V ot 
(1) 'rh.a conclusions rertrM'dlng 1nt5111ceuce as J"t,lated to 
tha physical health proble!!18 ot chlld:tEUl arc indef-
inite. :r1'~ IS tat 11 tioal e v1del1ce of this 8 t't.l(ly showed 
no rcli.:,t1ol1sh1pa. 
r--------------, 
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(2) 'rhe resAarch of this study suggests that 1nte11ig'2>noe 
a..'1.d ol!lotl:mcl. f\d.jusf':!11E:nt s!'e pOrliti1;l~ly rol~'.ted. A 
further analysis 0.1'" the statistical data from. which the 
c')rrl"llo.tion r:ltios iVA1"9 ob"':.ained. tends to incUo.nte that 
those children of very h1gh and very low Intcllit;ence 
tend to ha:'le .fewer "n'>c,hli:rms of' an flmotion&l nature than 
d'O childron of aver8:,:.:e intellieence. The evidenoe only 
S111"'('(,)£ ts t):m t c;1,Udrnll in 'f;h€j se G3,te: cori es art) mOl"G ant 
to"be well adjusted emotlona11yr it is by no means uer-
ini to or c-:mcl'l ,,:,l're. 
(3) '::'ho study inn.lcatcr.l th!;d;; th'sr!! 18 R nosi tive re},l1tilm-
ship between intel1i;:;ence and the degree of extrover-
sion" 1.~., mln~~linc: with others, greater de;::ree of 
a,ooiai.>il:l.ty, eto. i;'ur~her' a.nalysis 0.(' th~ ,';c~tter 
dia;-:rp.m. for the correl~,1t!'.,jn rntic in thie qr~8 t0n0,!S 
to support the s tatel1'lent that children of Vtu"y low 
or' 7()!'~ hlr"h inter"!. i(>i')nc~ tend tCYNs,J"d tho n:rea,test 
ruuoU!lt" of ~xtroverslon. FUl.'"ther research 1n thia 
apecU'10 area 1s n~~ded befo'%'",9 such a statement may 
'be accepted as concluGive. 
{4} The study indioates that there is a positive relation ... 
ship between intel11eenae and the adjustment of child ... 
l"en 1n theil- family s1tuations. Furtther ana.lysis of 
th') correlation ratio data su~!:'\ests tha.t children in 
the low and the high intelligenoe oategories tp.nd to 
be the beat adjusted in t~b,cjr frunily situ£.tlons. This 
does not J:nean that' children of averae:;& intelligenoe 
are not well adjusted in their home life. 
(5) The e~oa concerning the sohool adjust~nts of children 
lett no final exulicit results. The conol u.s ion here 
i.e that thore is' no re lc>tionship bet'''feen any eroup of 
. children of' a given intelligenoe level and their degree 
of 3c11001 adjus';;ment. The problem here is apparently 
very much an individual matter. 
(6) The study indIcates that there ts ,9 tendency for child-
ren of hipp.er intellig6noe to be better adjusted in 
their pe1"sonn!. relationshins than e:re children D.r lo~'iar 
int~llectuE\l levels. Here'" agrdn, the e vidence is not 
strong eno'llsh to support this statement wi thout qutdi-
ficat1on, or without f~ther evidence. 
The above conclusions are the ohie!' results of this 
investieation. On the basis of these conclusions it is neces-
_.~ thet the basic hypotheSis of this tb;) Sis be rejeoted. It 
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.* 1s not possible to s a:1r without qual Iflcation that ohildren of 
high intelligence he.ve fewer problems than ohildren of lower in-
telligence. Indeed, all of the evidenoe of this study tends to 
suggest the opposl tel n&'11ely, that ohildren of high intelligence 
tend to have a ereater number of problems to meet and to solve, 
but they also are (in general) better adjusted in eaoh of those 
areas which have been inveetlgated herein. The Investig at ion 
also tends to support the statement that ohildren in the lowest 
intelligence categories are well a.djusted. (probubly beoause they 
are not aware of the pro.bleme which other children of higher 
intelligenoe must faoe, ot> beoause they are not b sing recp.:dred 
to do work beyond their abilIties). 
In the final evaluativn at what has been aceonlplished 
by this theSiS, the author r&maina keenly aware of the fact 
that many areas of investigation require new and more extensive 
research in speoifio fields (as indicated throughout the above 
discussions). 
Future Investigations in this particular .field of.' en .... 
deavor will probably illustrate new raets and theories. It is 
hoped the. t the material concluded herein shall be substantiated 
and ascertained by the work ot the future, and that the material 
Which is indicative of fruitfUl research shall be more thorough-
ly investigated by the work of' others. 
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INTERMEDIATE-AGES 11~,17-FORM AH 
Prepared by' L. L. Thurstone, The University of Chicago and Thelma Gwinn Thurstone, 
Director, Bureau of Child Study of the Chicago Public Schools 
You are going to take a series of five tests called the SRA PRI-
MARY MENTAL ABILITIES. The purpose of the tests is to 
find out how well you can solve different kinds of problems. 
Each of the five tests is important. 
It is possible that some of the tests will be more interesting than 
others; that some will be easier than others; and that some students 
may do well in one test, and some in another. But you should do 
the very best you can in every test. 
This booklet will be used by many students after you. In order 
that all of them may have the same chance to make a good score, 
you are asked to handle the booklet very carefully. Do NOT make 
marks of any kind on the booklet. Mark your answers ONLY on 
the Answer Pad. 
Read the instructions for each test carefully. Do exactly what they 
say. Be sure you understand the practice problems before the 
examiner gives the si~nal to work the test problems. Listen care-
fully to the instructions. 
The tests are too long to be finished in the time allowed. Work as 
quickly and as accurately as you can. If you have difficulty with one 
problem, do not spend too much time on it. Omit it and go on to 
the next problem. 
STOP HERE-DQ NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL THE EXAMINER TELLS YOU 
Published by SCIENCE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, 228 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago 4, Illinois 
Copyright 1947, by l. L. Thurstane and Thelma Gwinn Thurstone 
All rights reserved. Printed in the United States of America 
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VERBAL-MEANING 
PRACTICE EXE.CISES 
The first wo'fa in the following line is BIG. 
BIG 
ANCIENT 
QUIET 
SAFE 
BRAVE 
A. III B. Large c. Down D. Sour····· ____ ~~~~ 
One of the other words means the same as BIG. This word is Large. 
Large is answer B. AnX has been marked in [B] on the Answer Pad. 
The first word in the following line is ANCIENT. Mark an Xin the 
A, B, C, or 0 box of the word that means the same as ANCIENT. 
~ 
A. Dry B.Long c. Happy D. Old· ..... ----+.;;;;:::...::==--=;::;;tl 
You should have marked an X in lUI, because Old means the 
same as ANCIENT . 
. In each of the following problems, mark an X in the box of the 
word that means the same as the first word. If you wish to change 
an answer, draw a circle around this box like 0. Then mark the 
new answer in the usual way. 
A. Blue B. Still c. Tense D. Watery·· -....:....::....:..~~~~ 
A. Secure B. Loyal c. Passive 
. D.Young··· __ ~~~~~ 
A. Hot B. Cooked c.Red D. 
In the first problem, you should have marked IRJ for Still. 
In the second problem, you should have marked I!l for Secure. 
In the third problem', you should have marked [Dl for Courageous. 
Be sure you understand how to work this kind of problem. When the 
examiner gives the signal, you are to work more problems like those 
above. 
Work quickly, but try not to make mistakes. You will have 4 minutes 
for the test. You are not to finish in the time 
B. C. D. 
QUICK A. Major B. Hasty c. Narrow D. Vigorous· ...... 
ANNUAL A. Variable B. Yearly c. Listless D. Untenable· ..... 
SPLENDID A. Expansive B. Gay c. Rigid D. Excellent· ...... 
CUSTOMARY. A. Nocturnal B. Radial c. Prime D. Usual·· ........ 
FLUID 
·ft 
. A. Livid B. Dead c. Liquid D. Talkative· ...... 
IDLE A. Lazy B. Cross c. Wild D. Useful·· ....... 
DESERTED A. Drab B. Absurd c. Disturbed 
RARE A. Holy B. Crass c. Infrequent D. Weak·········· 
CONTENTED A. Nasty B. Continuous c. Defamatory D. Satisfied· ...... 
ENRAGED A. Pleasing B. Poor c. Angry D. Domestic· ...... 
BENEFICIAL A. Artificial B. Tamable c. Helpful D. Piquant· ....... 
MOLDY A. Tonic B. Musty c. Shapeless D. Mute· ......... 
RASPING A. Harsh B. Minute c. Kinaesthetic D. Marshy· ....... 
DIETARY A. Diagrammatic B. Amprphous c. Dietetic D. Grammatical· .. 
SOBER A. Dirty B. Cloudy c. Serious D. Fitting· ........ 
C 
DROLL A. Delightful B. Odd c. Forceful D. Foreign· ....... 
STATELY A. Dignified B. Thin c. Digestible D. Valid· ......... 
DISREPUTABLE A. Shameful B. Forensic c. Horticultural D. Susceptible· .... 
GENTEEL A. Wealthy B. Urban c. Polite D. Ignorant· ...... 
ORIGINAL A. Oral B. Derelict c. First D. Reliable· . . . . . . . 
NOVEL A. Expensive B. New c. Gloomy D. Radical· ... ' ... 
FAMOUS A. Celebrated B. Faithful c. Renewed D. Nimble· .... " .. 
SYSTEMATIC A. Laudatory B. Orderly c. Jubilant D. Ambitious· ..... 
FATIGUED A. Pliable B. Grave c. Weary D. Fanatic· ....... 
c: 
RESPLENDENT A. Phonetic B. Tart c. Brilliant D. Fearless· . . . . . . . 
GENEROUS A. Oblivious B. Ardent c. Liberal D. Defiant·· ....... 
KINGLY A. Bland B. Facial c. Recent D. Regal· ......... 
FLEXIBLE A. Pitiable B. Formal c. Pliant D. Peaceful· ...... 
SAGACIOUS A. Exotic B. Apparent c. Wise D. Mild· .' ........ 
HEEDLESS A. Patient B. Eligible c. Parallel D. Rash· ......... 
DEFICIENT A. Constant B. Dreary c. Lacking D. Peculiar· ...... 
VIGILANT A. Watchful B. Indulgent c. Valorous D. Nascent··· '" .. 
C 
MINIMUM A. Humid B. Restricted c. Tranquil D. Least· ......... 
GALLANT A. Chivalrous B. Authentic c. Treacherous D. Probable· ...... 
GIDDY A. Feminine B. Casual c. Dizzy D. Comical· ...... 
DISCREET A. Caustic B. Redolent c. Honorable D. Prudent· .. " ... 
DESTINED A. Simplified B. Fated c. Directional D. Lucky· ........ 
ETERNAL A. Momentous B. Benign c. Priceless D. Perpetual· ..... 
LAVISH A. Combined B. Ribald c. Worthy D. Extravagant· ... 
DEFECTIVE A. Concealed B. Mythical c.Faulty D. External· ...... 
C 
VAGUE A. Numb B. Obscure c'. Indecent D. Vermiculate .... 
ESSENTIAL. A. Classical B. Indispensable c. Deplorable D. Candid· ..... '. 
IMPULSIVE A. I~petuous B. Petrified c. Immature D. Compulsory .... 
DIFFIDENT A. Fabulous B. Shy c. Valuable D. Alphabetical·' .. 
ERRONEOUS A. Solemn B. False c. Ironic D. Tragic· ........ 
BENEVOLENT A. Kind B. Native c. Suitable D. Modest···· ..... 
GRIMY A. Stern B. Filthy D. Colorful· . . . . . . . 
LACERATED A. Disgruntled B. Mangled 
INSOLENT A. Studious B 
,... 
Look at the row of figures below. The first figure is like the letter F. All the other fig-
ures are like the first one, but they have been turned in different directions . 
•• 
Now look at the next row of figures. The first figure is like the letter F. But none of 
the other figures looks li~e an F, even if they were turned right side up. They are all 
made backward. 
=t ..J.J l:: 
Some of the figures in the next row are like the first figure. Some are made backward. 
A B c D E F 
Figures C, E, and F are LIKE the first figure.X's have been marked inlCl, IE], and I1J 
on the Answer Pad. Notice that ALL the figures which are LIKE the first figure have 
been marked. 
In the row of figures below, mark an X in the box of EVERY figure which is LIKE 
the first figure. Do NOT mark the figures which are made backward. 
A B C D E F 
In the two rows below, mark an X in the box of EVERY figure which is LIKE the 
first figure in that row. If you wish to cHange an answer, draw a circle around this 
box like t,®. Then'mark the new answer in the usual way. 
A B C D E F 
IBJ ICJ[DHE] [E] IAlIBl [CJ 
IAlIBJICJ 
1BlIClIDlIE][El IAlIBl Cl 
rAllBlCl L-....!::...-L.-=---~=---J.....---::~~---'---"---r-IBl-[CJ-IDl-[E]-[E] rAllBl Cl 
IAIIIDICJ 
IBlIClIDl [E] [E] IAIIID ICJ 
In the first row, you should have marked lXI, 1nI, and Ill. In the second row, you 
should have marked ~ and [FJ. 
Remember that in each row, there may be any number of figures LIKE the first one. 
Be sure you understand how to work this kind of problem. When the examiner gives 
the signal, you are to work more problems like those above; 
Work quickly, but try not to make mistakes. You will have 5 minutes for the test. You 
are not expected to finish in the time allowed. 
I • I I 
~. 
W 
C[J 
rn 
5IJ 
GTI 
[ill 
[g 
GiJ 
QJ 
F 
~I 
~I 
I A.. ,~I f> 14 I--A pi 
Ib D'lx;l,e,ln 
Ie.' VI . I .5)' I· ~ I ~ 
the series of letters below. What letter should Come NEXT? 
abababab 
series goes like this: ab ab ab abo The NEXT letter in the series should 
·ft . 
a. An X has been m~rked in @] on the Answer Pad. 
study the series of letters below. Decide what the NEXT letter should 
Mark an X in the box of the NEXT letter in this series. 
cad a e 
series goes like this:ca cia ed fa. You should have marked [2]. 
study the series ot letters below. In each series, decide what the NEXT 
should be. Mark an X in the box of this letter. If you wish to change an 
, draw a circle around this box like 0. Then mark the new answer in 
usual way. 
cdc d c d 
aabbccdd 
abxcdxefxghx 
the first row, the series goes like this: cd cd cd. You should have marked @l. 
the second row, the series goes like this: aa bb cc dd. You should have 
~. 
the third row, the series goes like this: abx cdx efx ghx.You should have 
[D 
work the following problems for practice. Mark the NEXT letter in 
series. Be sure you mark anX in the proper boxes on the Answer Pad 
the right. . . 
. 
aaabbbcccdd 
axbyaxbyaxb 
abmcdmefmghm 
rsrtrurvrwrxr 
the first row, the series goes like this: aaa bbb ccc dd. You should 
marked raJ. 
the second row, the series goes like this: a,xby axby axb. You should 
marked [ll 
the third row, the series goes like this: abm cdm efm ghm. You should 
marked [D 
the fourth row, the series goes like this: rs rt ru rv rw rx r. You should 
marked [YJ. 
the fifth row, the series goes like this: abed abce abcf abc. You should 
marked [2]. 
Sure you understand how to work this kind of problem. ""hen the 
_''''"''I11'J er gives the signal, you are to work more problems like those above, 
you come to a problem you cannot work, skip it and go on to the next 
m. If you have time, go back again to the hard problems, 
quickly, but try not to make mistakes: You will have 6 mi~utes for the 
, , 
. ' 
a x a y b x bye x c y d x d 
abcabcdefdefc;Jhi 
L 
abcxyzdefxyzghi 
,,"" 
abc a b dab e a b f 
x y z a x y z b x y z c x y z 
efcghcijcklcm n c 
c b a c b a c b a c b 
ambcmdefmghi 
a ace e egg i 
hg'hcdi efefcdg 
a b b ~ c c d d d dee e e 
abc abc dab c d e 
abccdeffghiijkl 
abacdcefeghgij 
h i abcnodefnog no 
abbbcdddefffghh 
hgfedcb 
acegikm 
b Y c z a x b a x bye z a x 
a b b' c d d e f f g h 
ghjkmnpqstvw 
abcadefdghigjkl 
asbtcudvewfxg 
aabbcddeefggh 
; a b abc cdc dee f 
acfhkmpr 
v v v v v wwwwxxxy 
abccbadeffedghi 
g- h i h 
, MARK 
E TEST 
KLET 
RATCH 
: FOR 
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A B 
At the right are two columns 16 42 
of numbers which have been 38 61 
added. Add the numbers for 45 83 
your;elf to see if the answers -
are correct. 99 176 
·ft 
The A answer is R,ight, so an X has been marked 
in [ID on the Answer Pad. 
The B answer is Wrong, so an X has been marked 
in !WI on the Answer Pad. 
A 
17 
84 
29 
140 
B 
35 
28 
61 
124 
c 
63 
17 
89 
169 
The A answer is \\Trong, so you should have 
marked !WI on the Answer Pad. 
The B answer is Right, so you should haye 
mark~d [ID. 
The c answer is Right, so you should have 
marked [ID. 
Be sure you understand how to work this kind of 
problem. When the examiner gives the signal, 
you are to work more problems like those above. 
Work quickly, but try not to make mistakes. You 
will have 6 minutes for this test. You are not ex-
pected to finish in the 'time allowec;l. There are 
TWO pages of test problems. 
STOP HERE-DO NOT TURN THE PAGE 
UNTIL THE EXAMINER TELLS YOU 
NUMBER 
.. 
A B : C D E 
61 31 66 73 13 
34 59 73 29 39 
78 52 15 56 99 
53 68 38 33 32 
226 200 202 211 183 
A B c D E 
48 88 86 69 71 B[IDIWI 45 29 49 44 37, 
17 69 54 89 66 p[ID1WI 
82 98 22 84 55 p[ID1WI - - - -
92 284 III 286 129 ~[IDIWI 1 
B c D E ~[IDIWI A 
44 75 26 99 25 ~[IDIWI 49 54 44 77 46 
23 36 75 82 92 p[ID1WI 
48 17 51 68 57 )[IDWj 
- -- - -
164 162 196 316 220 [IDIWI 
~ 1BI!W1 
~ [B] !WI 
P rnJ tw 
, 
A B C D E r' [BJ W] 
43 31 59 52 68 [BJW] 
34 73 29 56 33 
89 13 39 99 32 r.lIDWl 
32 48 45 17 82 plIDw] 
- - -
-
198 185 192 124 225 
A B c D E 
78 95 79 89 97 
56 49 22 64 35 
76 44 84 61 66 
35 37 55 34 73 
- -
245 205 240 258 271 
A B c D E 
13 26 44 97 13 
92 99 77 92 99 
31- 26 86 26 86 
36 62 68 86 79 
-
-
172 213 275 201 367 
A B c D E 
24 89 26 81 75 
85 95 86 39 47 
94 55 34 84 55 
4
7 2~: 3:: 2~~ 1~: D [H] ~ D [HJ ~ @] [hl @] ~ ~ [] fAHE] [C] [n][E] [EJ lAJ [B] ~ 
_25_0 ___________ --t_E_[H]_~_E_[RJ_~ @][hl @] ~ ~ [] [A] lBl ~ 
A 
18 
15 
57 
96 
B 
59 
44 
78 
89 
280 
c 
64 
61 
34 
19 
188 
D 
83' 
34 
41 
16 
174 
E 
32 
97 
23 
71 
243 
A IRl ~ A [RJ ~ !lil IT] [[] [[] 1iI [Y] !AI [B] [C] IDl [EJ [EJ fA] [B] [CJ 
B rnJ ~ B rnl ~ @] ~ [] [g] [li] !D [A] [B] ICl 
[A][B][CJ 
c 1RllW1 c [RJ ~ @][hl @] ~ ~ [] !AI [B] [C] [DJ [EJ [EJ lAJ [B] ICl 
D IRlIWI D [H] ~ [[] [[] rn ml [!i] [Q] lAJ [B] [CJ 
E [H] ~ E [RJ IWI [g] [li] IT] [[] [[] ill [AI [B][Cl [DJ [EJ [EJ fA] [B] 
------------------------r~~---
[H] ~ [] [[] [[] [!i] [Q] Iru [AI [B] [C] IDl [EJ [EJ A B c 
98 
63 
36 
46 
243 
22 
76 
41 
67 
196 
91 
57 
65 
62 
295 
D 
28 
63 
62 
87 
260 
E 
81 
39 
67 
52 
239 
[H] IWI A IBIlW1 [gJ [li] ill [[] [[] rn fA] [B] [CJ 
[H] ~ B [B] lWI ~ [QJ @] [g] [li] [] [A][B] [C] IDl [EJ rn ~ ~ g 
[RJ lWl c rnJ ~ ~ [QJ @] ~ ~ [] lAJ [B] [CJ 
[RJ IWI @] [QJ @] 1iI [Y] [!] f!l Wl [C] [DJ [EJ [EJ lAJ [B] ICI 
-----------'--"t-:::;::-:;:;;--;~ [A] [BJ ICl 
rnJ ~ A lID Wl [g] [li] [] [I] mJ In] f!l [B] fCl [DJ [E] rn [BJ ~ A B c D E 
89 
86 
69 
71 
315 
75 
82 
99 
87 
243 
51 
68 
32 
23 
174 
43 
73 
39 
17 
182 
31 
29 
99 
82 
251 
[B] [WI B [Rl Wl [i] 1iI1Il1iYJ fil.lil-------- -;:~~~ 
[}1] lWI c lBJ WI ~ [QJ [QJ [[] [g] DiJ [A] [B] [CJ IDl [EJ [E] 00 [BJ ~ 
rm 1W1 D lBJ WI [I] ~ [] mJ !ru [Q] [A] [B] lCJ 
[B] 1W1 E lID Wl [Q] [QJ [QJ [iJ [i] Ii] lAJ [B] ICI !Dl [EJ [EJ 00 [B] Cl 
-----------:--'i-::=-:=:--:=-=: 00 [B] Cl 
rnJ 1W1 A [R] Wl ~ [] [g] !I!J [] [] 00 [B] ~ !Dl [EJ [EJ 00 lID Cl 
[RJ IWI B [R] Wl ~ [YJ ~ [iJ [i] Ii] [A] [B] lCJ 
A B c D E 
59 
56 
32 
19 
146 
52 
33 
55 
33 
173 
68 
47 
56 
58 
239 
, 31 
43 
92 
79 
245 
59 
73 
43 
57 
232 
[B] IWl c lBJ WI II] [I] ~ [] mJ Iru lAJ [B] ICI !Dl [EJ [EJ IAJ lID lCJ 
[H] WI D 1BJ Wl [] ~ I!iJ [iJ [i] Ii] • 
lRllWI E lBJ Wl ~ II] [J ~ [] fi!] lAJ [B] [C] !Dl [EJ [EJ 1Al!BJ lCJ -------~----~-=--==---==-= IAl !BJ [CJ 
D E [B] ~ A IRl WI ~ [] [g] I!iJ [] [J lAJ [B] ICI !Dl [EJ [EJ [A]!BJ [CJ A B c 
42 
29 
13 
32 
68 
56 
39 
48 
75 
33 
45 
99 
78 23 [B] WI B [Rl WI [QJ ru [!] [i] [] [!!] 00 lID [CJ 
~; ~~ [R] Wl c [Rl Wl ~ [YJ ~ [iJ [i] Ii] [A] [B] [CJ lDl [EJ [l] ~ ~ § 
1 7 82 [B] WI D lID Mil I!iJ [] [J ~ [] i!il IAlIID [CJ 
WI 
nUKIJ-tLU t NL Y 
PRACTICE EXERCISES 
Look at the words in the .list below. Each word 
begins with..d'. . 
'ft 
You are to write several words which BEGIN 
withfv. One word you might write is~ . 
Turn to the next page, and in the spaces at the TOP 
of the page on the Answer Pad, write three more 
words which BEGIK with fL. 
Be sure you understand what you are to do. 
When the examiner gives the signal, you will be 
given a new letter. You are to write as many words 
as you can which begin with the new letter. f\ny 
word is all right if it begins with the new letter. 
If you think of a word that you cannot spell, just· 
spell it the best you can. 
Write the words as fast as you can, You will have 
5 minutes for the test. 
STOP HERE-DO NOT TURN THE PAGE 
UNTIL THE EXAMINER TELLS YOU 
I -- <=0 ....., 
A rnJ IW1 [] [IJ ~ [!!] lQ] ~ fAJ[BJ IQ lDHE][E] 00 
B rnJ IW1 A IE IWI [gJ!liJ [] [IJ ~ [] 00 [BJ ICl 
c rnJ!WI B [ll] IWI &J IQ] [Q] [gJ !liJ [] 00 [BJ IQ WI EEl rn ~ ~ ~ 
D rnJ 1WJ c IllIIW &J IQ] [Q] !ill ~ [II IAIIBJ ICl 
E rnJ IWl &J IQ] [Q] ~ [Y] [!] rAJ [BJ ICl WI EEl rn IAIIBJ ICl 
1AI!Bl1Cl 
A rnl!WI A [BJ Wl [gJ!liJ [I] [] rnJ rru rAJ [BJ fCllDI [E] rn --=-c~::-=I 
B rnl!WI B lID Wl Ii] [§J [] ~ Ii] 1iI-----~~:::_=~I 
, c IE IWI c 1m Wl [[I1QJ [Q] [[] [g] IIil rAJ [BJ ICl !DI [E][E1 !AI!Bl ICJ 
I D rnl!WI D 1m WI [] ~ [] rnJ [ill [QJ 00 WJ ICJ 
E rnl!WI E [BJ Wl [[I1QJ [Q] iii [Y] [!] IAIIBJ 1Cl!DI [E][El IAI IBJ C1 
• 1AI~C1 
A 1llI!WJ A lID Wl ~ [II [qJ Il!] [] [] IAIIBJ IClIDl [E] [E] IAI ~ C1 
B IE \WI B IID!WI !ill ~ ~ ~ [YJ [!] IAIIID ICJ 
c rnllWl c 1m WI [I] [] ~ [!] mJ [ill IAIIBJ ICl !DI [E] [E] IAlIID ICJ 
D [R] WI Dim WI [II JgJ I[] lillY] [!] • 
E mJ IW1 E IRl WI I!!J [] [] IKl [I] mJ IAIIBJ ICl !DI [E] [E] IAl rID IQ] 
A rn:J!WI A lID WI ~ [[] [qJ I[] [] [] IAIIBJ ICl !DI [E] [E] ~ ~ § 
B rn:J!WI B rm WI ~ ru [D [!] IIJ I!il IAIIBJ ICJ 
c rn:J WJ. c lID WI l!!J ~ IW iii [Y] [!] rAllBllCllDllEl [f] ~ ~ § 
D rn:J WI D lID WI IIil [] [J ~ [] mJ IAlIBJ ICI 
WJ 
11'11 ~KMEDIATE-FORM AH 
Prepared by L L Thurstone and Thelma Gwinn Thurstone 
WORD-FLUENCY 
STOP HERE-TURN B,ACK ·TO PAGE 10 
AND FINISH READING 'tHE INSTRUCTIONS 
1 36 .-----
2 37 B rnJ ~ B [RJ ~ (!J [Q] [Q] !ill ~ [i] El 
3 38- c rnJ ~ c [RJ IW1 ~!ill mJ Iii] [QJ IPJ !AI WllCllu][El rn lA11BJ El 
4 -~ 39 - D rnJ lWI D [B] IW1 @] ~ !ill ~ [] rru IAJ!BJ [CJ IDJ [EJ rn ~ ~ g 
5 ----- 40 _________ --- E rnJ ~ E [RJ IW1 @] [Q] [Q] !ill ~ [I] lA11BJ ICJ 
6 --------- 4 L----_____ ------ - A rnI ~ A [R]!WI IJiJ rn OJ [EJ II] mJ IAJ!BJ [CJ !Dl [EJ [E] lA11BJ EI 
7-------- - -- 42 - ,.----- --- -- B rnllWl B [R]!WI IJiJ rn OJ [EJ II] ~ !Al1BJ El 
~--------- -- -= :=-_~_=___-==_~=_.= C lE'lWI C (HJ ~ ~!ill CD ITI ~ [] IAJ!BJ ~ IDJ ~ rfJ ~=-=~ 
10 45---- D IElWI D (HJ!WI @ IQ] @] !ill ~ [I] 
:~--~ :~_ E IElWJ E [R]!WI@]IQ]@] [g] ~ [] IAIIBl [CJ IDJ [EJ [E] ~ ~ g 
13 48_. A IElWI A (HJ lWI IJiJ rn ITI [EJ (!J [i] IAl [BJ [CJ IDl [EJ rn 1Al1BJ!CJ 
14 49 B [R] lWI B (HJ!WI @] ~ [] rru !hl [TI IAlIBJ !CJ 
IAlIBJICJ 15 50 c [R] lWI c (HJ IWl @] IQ] [Q] !ill ~ [I] IAJ IBl [CJ IDI [EJ [E] IAIIBJ ICJ 
16 SIDlE ~ D IRlIW1 OJ [EJ II] mJ Iii] [QJ IAlIBJ ICl 
17 52 E rnJ!WI E (HJ ~ ~!hl CD OJ ~!JJ IAJ!BJ [CJ IDJ [E) [E] IAl IBJ ICl 
18 53---__ _ 
19,------ 54, __ 
W 55--__ 
II ----_ 56, _____ _ 
JWI---,--- 57 
\W-------- 58 
4 __ _ .-59 _____ ~ 
5, ___ _ 60-_____ _ 
6, ____ _ 61 ____ _ 
7 62 ______ _ 
r'-----,--------- 63 -----
r"'-------- 64 -------.-
jV ______ 65 ___________ _ 
L ______ 66 _________ . ___ --'--
32_ 67 _________ _ 
l3_ 68- _______ _ 
L 69--
~-- 70 
STOP HERE-THIS IS THE END 
~th~ examiner gives the signal, print your name and other 
, atlOn in the spaces provided on the left side of this page. 
Directions for scoring are given on the insi,de of this An-
I\y p .. ho~r ad. To remove the Answer Pad from the Test Booklet, 
d the Answer Pad at the top left cor'ner and lift upward. 
A rnJ !WI CD OJ [EJ Iii] [QJ IPJ fA!!BJ [CJ IDJ [E) [E] 
B IRl ~ A lID IW1 ~!hl [l OJ ~ [] fAllBJ tel 
C IRllWl B [B] IW1 @]IQ] [Q] ~ !hl CD IAJ [B] [CJ IDJ [E) [E] ~ ~ ~ 
o [R] ~ C [B] IW @] [Q] [Q] !ill ~ [] . IAI rBJ ICl 
E IRllWl @]IQ] [Q] (!J [i] [!] !AI [B] IClIDJ [EJ rn IAl [B] !C1 
IAllBJ!C1 
A [B] IW1 A lID WI rru!hl [] [] mJ In] IAI [B] IQ] [OJ [E1 rn ---==--==-===-=::111 
B [B]!WI B [BJ WI [i] [!] [I] fm fi] Ii] ----- -==-==-==-:=:311 
C rnJ!WI c [BJ WI IQJ ~ lQ] [] [g] IJ!J IAIIBJ [CJ IDl [EJ [E] 1Al1BJ!CJ 
D [B] IW1 D [BJ WI IT] IKl [] mJ !ill [Q] IAlIBJ ~ 
E [RJ IW1 E lID WI [QJ ~ lQ] fi] tiJ [!] IAl rBJ IClIDHEJ [E] !AI rBJ El 
ffi1 fiJI ----- !Al1BJ El 
A [B] IW1 A tllJ IllJ ~ [I] [g] IE] !Il [] !Al rBJ !C11Dl [EJ [E] !Al1BJ El 
B rnJ IW1 B [BJ WI [ill IYJ ~ fi] tiJ [!] IAlIBJ ~ 
c []l] IW1 c [BJ WI [] IT] IKl [] mJ!ill !Al1BJ IClIDJ [EJ [E] IAJ lID ~ 
D rnJ IW1 D fBJ WI [I] ru l!il fi] tiJ [!] 
E IRlIW1 E 1m WI 1[][Il [] IKl [II mJ !AI rBJ IClIDl [EJ [E] IAJ[BJ ~ 
IAlIBJICI 
A [B] IW1 A [BJ WI Ii] [] g] l!il[] [] !AI rBJ [CJ IDJ [EJ [E] IAl IBJ ~ 
B []l] WI B [BJ WI li2HiJ[iJ [!] [] [!il lAJ lID ~ 
c [RJ WI. c [BJ WI l!!J IYJ ~ fi] tiJ [i] fAllBJ IClIDlIEl [l] ~ ~ g 
D [B] WI D IRI WI I!!] [] IT] IKJ [] mJ IAlIID !CJ 
CllIi][fl [l] 
J 
J 
p 
Find your V, S, R, and N scores by 
~row and following the ~hain of squares. 
look like [gI are counted. X's out1)ide of 
squares that look like 0 are NOT counted. 
number of lZI's in each heavy box. These 
Right answers. Check each score by starting 
and following the chain of squares to the 
For Sand N, count the Wrong answers. 
X'S NOT in squares or circles. Start at the 
follow the path down the page. Do NOT 
like ~ or 181 or ®. Write the number' 
the heavy boxes marked Sw and Nw. Su 
wrong answers from the right answers, and 
number in the Sand N boxes. Check your 
On the other side of this page, check to see 
word meets these requirements: 
Begins with the letter s. 
Is a complete word or, complete "hlnr .. "i .. 
Is NOT a repetition of a preceding 
plural, past tense by adding ed, part of a 
as sixty-one, sixty-two, sixty-three. 
Count the number of words correctly 
write this number in the W box. 
DIRECTIONS FOR PROFILI 
Take your Profile Sheet. Write your scores 
N, and W in the proper boxes. 
Under V, find the column for your 
Locate the number i!1 this column which is 
the V score. Make a circle around this 
Do this for S, R, N, and W. 
Draw a horizontal line through the nu 
way across the V column, the S column, and 
each column. Shade each column downward. 
is your PMA Profile. 
Read about your profile on the other 
Profile Sheet. 

NAME. ___ . GROUP 
PRINT Last first Initial (At las' birthday) 
lOll 
I{A Primary Mental Abilities (PMA's) tell you 
your "intellectual self." Your PMA Profile 
your present ability to solve five important 
)f mental tasks. 
~ is what the ups and downs on your profile mean: 
~ach PMA where your score is above the top 
d line, you are high in that Primary Mental 
.ity. 
)ur score is between the two dotted lines, you are 
lit average in that ability. 
)ur score is bel()w the bottom dotted line, you are 
in that PMA. 
?le used to think that intelligence was just one 
" and that every person was born with a certain 
It of it that remained about the same throughout-· 
~ow we know that intelligence is made up of 
different abilities, and that under certain condi-
these abilities can be improved. 
e most people, you are undoubtedly higher in 
PMA's than in others. You should concentrate 
ivities related to your high PMA's, because you 
bly have the greatest chance for success in these. 
gher you already are in a PMA, the more you probably 
.. ~ ... 
~ease your ability to solve problems and tkJ good work 
~ type through further training and practice. But you 
a not neglect the PMA's in which you are low. 
~ you may have more trouble with activities in 
areas, you can probably improve yourself through 
ng. Through training your Primary Mental Abil-
you are really learning how to think better, which is 
important for your success in later life. 
r -.... ----.. ----- .. 
The paragraphs below tell you what each score means. 
For easy reference you may enter your percentile ranks in 
the boxes located at the right of the paragraphs. 
~-~ 
V I I V ERBAL-MEANING i~ your ability to under-
stand ideas expressed in words. It is needed in activ-
ities where you get information by reading or listening. 
High ability in V is especially useful in such school 
courses as English, foreign languages, shorthand, his-
tory, and science. V is needed for success in such careers 
as secretary, teacher, editor, scientist, librarian, and 
executive. 
s C-] 
SPACE if> the ability to think about objects in two 
or three dimensions. Blueprint reading, for example, 
requires this ability. The designer, electrician, machin-
ist, pilot, engineer, and carpenter are typical workers 
who need ability to visualize objects in spa~e. S is 
helpful in geometry, mechanical drawing, art, II.!anual 
training, radar, physics, and geography classes. 
.' Re I 
REASONING is the ability to solve logical prob-
lems-to f9resee and plan. It is the ability that helps to 
make inventors, d~ctors, teachers, executives, states-
men, scientists, and supervisors outstanding. The 
higher you go in ~chool, the more R you need for 
success. Understanding science and mathematics takes 
a lot of R. 
N r u I N UMBER is the ability to work with figures-
to handle simple quantitative problems rapidly and accur-
ately. Accountants, cashiers, comptometer operators, 
bookkeepers, bank tellers, salesclerks, and inventory 
clerks should be high in N. NUMBER ability is useful 
for success in business arithmetic. accounting, book-
keeping, and statistics. W 0 
W ORO-FLUENCY is .the ability to write and 
talk easily. People to whom words come rapidly and 
fluently are high in W. Careers requiring W include ac-
tor, stewardess, reporter, comedian, salesman, writer, 
and publicity man. Being h.igh in W should help you 
in drama classes, public speaking, radio acting, debate, 
speech, and journalism. 
The last score is obtained by adding the PMA scores on 
the front of the profile sheet according to .the formula,. 
V + S + 2R + 2N + W. Notice that Rand N are 
added twice. This Total score is a general index of your 
present ability to deal with intellecrual problems. It should 
not be considered as the only index of your likely success 
in school or in later life. There are other areas of intelli-
gence which were not measured here. Tests for them 
would take toO long to administer. Other factors, such as 
your personality, vocational interests, and how hard you 
work also have an important bearing .upon your chances 
of success. 
The SRA Primary Mental Abilities are merely a short-
cut for finding out about your "intellectual self." They 
help you to understand yourself better-and thus to recog-
nize >:our strengths and weaknesses. They can assist 
you in planning your school courses, career choices, 
and leisure activities wisely. The better you know 
yourself, the more successful and satisfied you can 
become. 
-'_,.:;;;-~-~.:....:;;;;:_--=-o=-~~ -' :. """'(' -'- ... - _:-<o"~".::,, --""-~~~~ ;=-o~._~ 
APPEfIDIX II 
TEST, RBOORD BLAliK, MID SCORING lillY POR THE DETROIT 
ADJUSTMEliT INV11l1TORY. ALPHA FORM OF 
"TELLING WHAT I DO· 
79 
of Education, City of Detroit.) 
Det. Ad. Inv. 
5' 
TELLlNG WHAT l DO 
,tt By Harry J. Baker 
Alpha Form for Junior and Senior High Schools 
Name ...... __ .. __ 
First 
.... __ ... __ ...... ____ ................... Boy ......... . 
............. GirL------.... ____ ... ____ . ______ Grade ... __ . __ 
Last 
Age 
-- ... SchooL ......... __ .... __ ..... __ ....... __ .. __ ... __ .. __ . 
Years Months 
City 
-- ____ .State __ . __ . __ .... __ . ____ .... 
.................... Date ................... __ ......... . 
The following exercises have five different answers. Next to the answers are the letters A, B, C, 
D, and E. You are to put a circle around the letter next to the answer which most nearly fits you. 
Some of these things we may know about you already, but we want you to tell us yourself. It is the 
purpose to help you with any problems you may have. 
There is no time limit, but please keep working and do not waste time. Hand in your booklet as 
soon as you are finished. Please be sure to answer all the exercises. 
1. About my health 5. About my heart 
A. I am not sick very often. A. I believe it is about average. 
B. Being sick does not worry me. B. I must avoid hard play. 
C. I am never sick. C. I never think about it. 
D. I don't believe I will ever be well. D. The doctor says it is all right. 
E. My health is only fair. E. I can't play at all. 
2. About being thin or fat 6. About my bed 
A. I am neither thin nor fat. A. It is only a couch or cot. 
B. I don't mind being a little fat. B. It is a little better than average. 
C. They tease me for being very thin. C. It is just average. 
D. I don't mind being a little thin. D. I have a very good bed. 
E. They tease me for being very fat. E. It is very hard, so I don't sleep well. 
3. About being tall or short 7. About how I sleep 
A. They tease me for being very short~ A. I always get plenty of sleep. 
B. They tease me for being very tall. B. Noise often keeps me awake late. C. I don't mind being a little short. C. I usually get about enough sleep. D. I like being a little tall. D. I am often short of sleep. 
E. I am neither tall nor short. E. I have many dreams and nightmares. 
. 
4. About my skin 8. About sleeping alone 
A. My pimples (acne) bother me a lot. A. I hate having to sleep two in a bed. 
B. It is nice and clear. B. I have a bed and room to myself. C. My skin is too oily and shiny. C. We sleep crowded; three or more in a bed. D. My few pimples do not bother me. D. Two of us sleep together fairly well. E. My skin is too dry and scaly. E. We have separate beds in the same room. 
(Go to the next column.) (Turn to the next page.) 
9. About eating together 
A. Eating together goes fairly well. 
B. We don't like eating together very well. 
C. It is pleasant most of the time. 
D. We always have a g9@d time eating together. 
E. Eating is a time to,~cold and quarrel. 
': 
10. About liking foods 
A. I like most kinds of foods. 
B. I eat mostly cake and candy. 
C. I enj oy all kinds of foods. 
D. I have to be careful about what I eat. 
E. I always get angry if food is not just right. 
11. About my face and hands 
A. I am sometimes praised for having them clean. 
B. It is quite hard to be always cleaning them. 
C. They are usually quite dirty. 
D. I am rather proud to have them usually clean. 
E. They are just about average. 
12. About my hair. 
A. I think others admire it. 
B. I am rather proud of it. 
C. I keep it as good as others do. 
D. I worry because it never looks nice. 
E. They often make fun of it. 
13. About my clothes 
A. They never seem to look well. 
B. I dress as well as my playmates. 
C. I set a good example about my clothes. 
D. I am often praised about my clothes. 
E. They don't fit very well. 
14. About my teeth 
A. I worry because they look bad. 
B. They are just about average. 
C. I take pride in giving them good care. 
D. They bother a little once in a while. 
E. They ache and need fixing. 
15. About keeping clean 
A. I do as well as most people. 
B. I keep a very good standard. 
C. I do fairly well some of the time. 
D. I am pretty careless about it. 
E. Others tease me for being too clean. 
16. About my fingernails 
A. They just grow and break off. 
B. I worry because I bite them off. 
C. I just can't help biting them. 
D. I usually keep them in fair shape. 
E. I always take good care of' them'. 
(Go to the next column.) 
17. About blushing 
A. I boast that I never blush. 
B. l· seldom blush. 
C. I often blush a little. 
D. Others sometimes tease me about it. 
E. I worry because I am always blushing. 
18. About getting dizzy 
A. I worry because I am often dizzy. 
B. I seldom get dizzy. 
C. I never get dizzy. 
D. It does not bother to be dizzy once in a 
E. I grew out of being dizzy. 
19. About sitting still 
A. I am always able to sit still. 
B. I can't sit still very often. 
C. I can sit as still as most others do. 
D. I usually can sit still. 
E. I never seem able to sit still. 
20. About fainting 
A. I have never fainted. 
B. I faint once in a while. 
C. I faint quite often. 
D. I am no worse than most people. 
E. I sometimes feel like fainting. 
21. When my parents are ,sick 
A. I try to hide my worry. 
B. I worry much of the time. 
C. I help and usually don't worry. 
D. I worry myself sick too: 
E. I am sure they will get well. 
22. About the world coming to an end 
A. I never think about it. 
B. I worry once in a great while. 
C. It bothers me sometimes. 
D. I don't worry; can't do anything about it. 
E. I worry about it much of the time. 
23. About daydreaming 
A. I worry because I daydream most of the time. 
B. I never daydream at all. 
C. My daydreaming does not mean much to me .. 
D. I have a few spells of daydreaming. 
E. I seldom do it at all. 
24. When I must make up my mind 
A. I worry because I can't do it quick enough. 
B. I worry because I can't seem to do it. 
C. I always do it right away. 
D .. I am as quick as others about it. 
E. I can do it after a while. 
(Go to the next page.) 
A. It worries me very much. A. I hurt them right back. ~ \ 
B. I worry a little more than I should. B. I ask them nicely not to do it again. 
C. I can laugh too, with them. C. I think they did not mean to do it. 
D. I am like others, are about it. D. I try to avoid them next time. 
E. I usually don't worry about it. E. I just don't seem to notice it. 
'. " 26. About th~nderstorms 34. When someone breaks my things 
A. I enj oy them. A. I try not to be upset. 
B. I sometimes get scared. B. I ask them to be more careful. 
C. I try not to be afraid. C. I think it was just an accident. 
D. I don't pay much attention. D. I break something for them. 
E. I am always very scared. E. I try to stay away from them. 
27. About being alone in the dark 35. When others are getting hurt 
A. I try not to be scared. A. I don't like to have it happen. 
B. I try not to think about it. B. I sometimes try to stop it. 
C. It never scares me at all. C. It is hard not to get angry. 
D. I am sometimes scared a little. D. It is probably none of my business. 
E. I am probably scared quite badly. E. I get angry and fight for them. 
28. When I am up in a high place 36. About blind people 
A. I am all right if I try hard. A. I am glad if others help them. 
B. I get scared and want to,jump. B. I just go on because they can't see me. 
C. I am probably more scared than I would admit. C. I pretend I did not see them. 
D. I know I am a little scared. D. I think they will be all right by themselve I 
E. It does not bother me at all. E. I am glad to help them myself. 
29. When I meet a stranger alone 37. When I get hurt 
A. I am often quite scared. A. I am seldom sorry for myself. 
B. I never let it bother me. B. I just reason it out. 
C. Most of them are probably all right. C. I am glad when others pity me. 
D. It is hard not to be a little scared. D. I feel very sorry for myself. 
E. Probably a little scared; won't admit it. E. I am sometimes a little sorry for myself. 
30. When I must recite 38. When I see crippled people 
A. I have a little stage fright. A. I just don't seem to notice them. 
B. I usually don't mind it. B. I hope others will help them. 
C. I get along about as well as the others. C. I always try to help them. 
D. I usually get scared. D. I sometimes want to help them. 
E. I always enjoy it. E. I try to avoid them. 
31. About temper tantrums 39. When I see helpless old people 
A. I have tantrums once in a while. A. I sometimes pity them a little. 
B. I often get angry but no tantrums. B. I probably pay no attention to them. 
C. I have tantrums quite often. C. I hope they are cared for. 
D. I never have tantrums or get angry. D. I always want to help them. 
E. I get a little angry sometimes. E. I often pity them. 
32. When I break some of my things 40. When I see poor people 
A. I know it is my own fault. A. I hope things wilt get better. 
B. I get very angry at myself. B. I help them all I can. 
C. I am more careful' next time. C. I am not sorry; it's their fault. 
D. I believe it is just my poor luck. D. I don't think much about it. 
E. It is hard not to get angry. E. I hope others will help them. 
(Go to the next column.) (Turn to the next page.) 
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41. About being in a crowd 
\. I always enjoy it. 
3. Like it some, once in a while. 
~. Usually don't like it. 
). I find excuse to getaWay. 
.<:. Neither like nor dislike it. 
,1!t 
42. About talking t~: friends 
\. I sometimes like to talk a little. 
3. I always like to do my share of talking. 
~. I don't care whether I talk or not. 
). I never talk much. 
~. I hope they do the talking. 
43. About going to parties 
<\. I like them very much. 
B. I never go to any. 
::;. 1 don't care much for them. 
D. I don't mind once in a while. 
[.<:. I go only when urged. 
44. About helping people get acquainted 
A. I always try to avoid it. 
B. I do very little about it. 
C. I always help them get acquainted. 
D. I like to do it sometimes. 
[.<:. I believe they have met before. 
45. About being shy when in a crowd 
A. I am never shy in a crowd. 
B. I don't think much about it. 
I am always very shy. 
D. I am usually quite shy. 
~:~. I am probably a little shy_ 
46. About the way I dress 
A. I usually am fairly happy about it. 
B. I don't think much about it. 
C. Sometimes I am a little ashamed. 
D. I feel ashamed most of the time. 
E. I am always proud of my clothes. 
47. About being homely or good-looking 
A. I am usually happy about my looks. 
B. I am quite happy about my good looks. 
C. I believe I am average in looks. 
D. It worries me because I am homely. 
E. Little homely but try not to worry. 
48. About my school marks 
A. It's not my fault that they are poor. 
B. I am quite ashamed of my poor marks. 
C. I am very proud of my school marks. 
D. They are just average. 
E. I am usually happy about my school marks. 
(Go to t.henext column.) 
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49. About getting on school teams 
A. I am proud to be on them. 
B. I enjoy being on them. 
C. I km not among the few who get on. 
D. It worries me very much that I don't make them . 
E. I worry a little not to make them. 
50. About being popular 
A. I worry because I am not popular. 
B. I am happy and proud to be popular. 
C. I am just about like most others. 
D. It is nice to be a little popular. 
E. I am not popular, but it does not worry me. 
51. About ever becoming a leader 
A. I am going to do what I can. 
B. My chances are rather poor. 
C. I have high hopes for it. 
D. I know I never will. 
E. I probably have a chance. 
52. About ever getting rich 
A. 1 am quite hopeful that I will be rich. 
_B. I expect to be neither rich nor poor. 
C. I hope I will not be very poor. 
D. I would like to be a little rich sometime. 
E. I will probably be quite poor. 
53. About being happy or sad 
A. I am a little sad sometimes: 
B. I am quite unhappy most of the time. 
C. I am about average. 
D. I am always very happy. 
E. I am quite happy sometimes. 
54. About getting a job 
A. I worry that I will never get one. 
B. I am very sure I will get one. 
C. It's no use worrying if I don't. 
D. I think my chances are pretty good. 
E. I think my chances are only fair. 
55. About the future of the world 
A. It will probably stay about as it is. 
B. I hope it will not get too bad. 
C. I hope it will get some better. 
D. I am sure it will get much better. 
E. I think it is very dark. 
56. About studying at home 
A. It is always easy to let it slide. 
B. I have to try hard to do it. 
C. I do it just fair. 
D.' It is easy to do; I like it. 
E. I find excuses not to do it. 
(Go to the next page.) 
57. About eating too much 65. About the houses on our street 
A. I never eat too much. A. I think they are fairly good. 
B. I always eat too much. B. I like them very much. 
C. I try hard not to eat too much. C. Most of them are rather poor. 
D. I eat as everybody' else does. D. I think the houses are all very poor. 
E. I find many excuses, to eat all I want. E. Houses are not as nice as where we used to live. 
'. 
58. About controlling my fears 66. About holiday parties and birthday parties 
A. I try, but without much success. A. We have very few parties. 
B. I have few or none; easy to control. B. We never have any parties. 
C. I just can't control them. C. Our parties always get too wild. 
D. I don't have very many fears. D. We often have nice parties. 
E. I can usually do it fairly well. E. We have many very nice parties. 
59. About doing right 67. About books and magazines at home 
A: I go along as most people do. A. They are too high-brow for me. 
B. I often find excuses for not doing right. B. They are good; I enjoy them. 
C. I must try to make myself do right. C. I don't care much about any of them. 
D. It is always easy to do right. D. The ones we have are not very good. 
E. I often don't do right. E. We don't have hardly any, at all. 
60. About making up my mind 68. About my parents spending time with me 
A. It is easy to do some of the time. A. They never do anything with me. 
B. I want to do it myself but seldom do. B. We go out together once in a while. 
C. It is always easy to do. C. We go out together quite often. 
D. It is neither easy nor hard. D. It's a very long time since they did. 
E. I just let others do it for me. E. They don't do much with me but let me go. 
61. About speaking English at home 69. About my parents' friends 
A. My parents speak English fairly well. A. They are all very nice. 
B. My parents don't speak much English. B. My parents have almost no friends. 
C. Noone speaks much English in our home. C. I neither like nor dislike them. 
D. We all speak English all the time. D. I think they are just about average. 
E. We speak English only part of the time at home. E. I usually don't like them. 
62. About owning our home 70. At home we are 
A. Our home is partly paid for. A. Always cheerful and happy. 
B. It is paid for, or nearly all. B. Often sad and rather unhappy. 
C. We pay rent but seldom move. C. Always gloomy and unhappy. 
D. We all have to live with other relatives. D. Usually cheerful and happy. 
E. We rent and move-often. E. Neither sad nor happy. 
63. About the health of my parents (or step- 7l. About getting along with my brothers 
parents) and sisters 
A. Both are sick most of the time. A. I have no brothers or sisters. 
B. One is sometimes sick. B. We argue sometimes. 
C. They are well most of the time. C. It goes fairly well most of the time. 
D. Both are always very well. D. We argue and fight all the time. 
E. Father often sick; can't work much. E. We always get along very well. 
64. About father (or stepfather) working 72. . About my parents punishing me 
A. He would like to work but is not able. A. They are fair but firm. 
B. He works most of the -time. B. I get treated like everyone else. 
C. He always has a steady job. C. It varies from easy to strict. 
D. He works about half the time. D. They are always too strict. 
E. He has been out of work a long time. E. They are always too easy on me. 
(Go to the next column.) (Turn to the next page.) 
. 
A. My parents are too easy about it. 
B. They are fair, but expect me to do it. 
C. It goes along about average. 
D. They vary from easYr to strict. 
E. Both are a little tOQ',strict. 
" 
74. About beingt~~ favorite child 
A. The others think I am the favorite. 
B. One of the others is the favorite. 
C. We are all treated alike. 
D. I have no brothers or sisters. 
E. There is only a little jealousy. 
75. About my parents watching me 
A. They are always watching me. 
E. They don't pay as much attention as they 
should. 
C. They know they can trust me. 
D. I am as well off as others. 
E. They check up once in a while. 
76. About being allowed to do things 
A. I probably have ~oo much libE;rty. 
B. Most of my friends have more liberty. 
C. I have about as much liberty as my friends. 
D. I have a reasonable amount of liberty. 
E. I am not allowed to do anything at all. 
77. About feeling awkward 
A. I am. a little awkward sometimes. 
B. I am getting over being all arms and legs. 
C. I have never been awkward. 
,D. I am about like my friends in awkwardness. 
E. Lately I seem to be all arms and legs. 
• 78. About my thinking I am grown' up 
A. I am getting quite a good start. 
B. I just don't seem to be grown up at all. 
C. I am not grown up except about a few things. 
D. I am sort of in-between. 
E. I am qu!te well grown up now. 
79. About arguing with my parents 
A. We argue about everything all the time. 
B. We seldom have arguments. 
C. We never have any arguments. 
D. We argue about quite a few things. 
E. It is just fair. 
80. About deciding for myself when younger 
A. No one did much about it. 
B. I was allowed to decide some things. 
C. Once in a while I decided 'something. 
D. They always decided everything for me. 
E. They usually let me decide many things. 
(Go to the next column.) 
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A. I have done it a few times. 
B. I did it once or twice. 
C. r mark them quite a lot. 
D. I have never done it. 
E. I sometimes want to, but don't do it. 
82. About liking my school duties 
A. I like them all very much. 
B. I don't like any of them. 
C. I try to make myself like thein. 
D. I like some and dislike others. 
E. I dislike most of them. 
83. About talking and whispering in 
A. I do it quite a lot. 
B. I don't do it but often want to. 
C. I never talk except to recite. 
D. I do it in one or two classes. 
E. I sometimes do, to answer others. 
84. About liking my teachers 
A. It's about even on likes and dislikes. 
B. I like most of them. 
C. I like all of them. 
D. I don't like any of them very much. 
E. I dislike most of them. 
85. About being truant from schoof; 
being absent wit'hout_ permission 
A. I have never wanted to be'truant. 
B. I have been truant several times alone. 
C. I go when others ask me to. 
D. I sometimes feel like it, but never. do. 
E. I go and get others to go. 
86. When we lose a game 
A. We must expect to lose sometimes. 
B. I sometimes get real angry about it. 
C. It's hard not to $'et angry. 
D. I think it's just our bad luck. 
E. We try harder next time. 
87. About taking my turn at play 
A. I don't mind being among the last. 
B. I am glad to take my turn any place. 
C. I am willing to do what the others do. 
D. I see to it that I am among the first. 
E. It bothers me some to be among the last 
88. About playing acc(U'ding to (by) the 
A. I just play them to suit myself. 
B. I do as well as the others do about them. 
C .. I am glad to play by the rules. 
D. I think most of them are all right. 
E'. I get away with as much as I can. 
(Go to the next page.) 
89. About starting' games 97. About teasing little childreIl 
A. I can do it but don't like to. A. I try hard ·not to tease them. 
13· I never start them. B.,. I never hurt or tease them. 
C. I sometimes do it yvhen I am asked. C. I don't, if they keep out of my way. 
D. I start them most· of the time. D. I guess I like to tease them. 
E. I sometimes do .~' myself. E. I tease them but don't mean to. 
90. About sharing my things with others 98. About running away from home 
A. I guess it works both ways. A. I ran away once. 
B. I always share gladly. B. I ran away several times. 
C. I usually don't like to share with others. C. I never wanted to. 
D. I refuse even when asked. D. I went once, but came right back. 
E. I share with others quite often. E. I thought about it, but never did. 
9l. About giving to charity 99. About taking other people's things 
A. I always give all I can. A. I never take anything. 
B. I often give a little. B. I sometimes take them. 
C. I give only when I am made to. C. They suspect me sometimes. 
D. I never give; don't have enough myself. D. It is easy just to help myself. 
E. I give once in a while. E. I always expect to give it back. 
92. About taking more than my share 100. About probation or detention home 
A. I try not to take more than my share. A. Have had both quite a few times. 
B. I never take more than my share. B. Never had either. 
C. I do like most people do. C. On probation once; never in detention home. 
D. I do it whenever I can. D. Was taken once to be questioned. 
E. I don't; I might get caught. E. Have had both once or twice. 
93. When I borrow something 10l. About my parents, and my friends 
A. I pay it back right away. A. They get along fairly well. 
B. I hope they will forget about it .. B. Most of my friends don't like my parents. 
C. It soon slips my mind. C. My parents trust me out with my friends. 
D. I pay it back after a while. D. They always try to choose my friends. 
E. I pay back if asked to. E. They let me choose some of my friends. 
94. If there is a question of right or wrong 102. About my friends and pals 
A. If wrong is easier, I do it. A. The), are all very good. 
B. I don't try very hard to do right. B. They are just about average. 
C. I always try to do right. C. I hope they are. not bad. 
D. I intend to do right, but sometimes don't. D. I believe that most of them are good. 
E. I do what the others do. E. I am afraid most of them are rather bad. 
95. About telling the truth 103. About the number of friends I have 
A. I always tell the truth. A. I have only one or two. 
B. I intend to tell the truth. B. I don't seem to have hardly any. 
C. I have a poor reputation. C. I have a few only. 
D. I am sometimes careless about it. D. I have many friends. 
E. I do fairly well. E. I am fairly well fixed for friends. 
. 
96. About traffic tickets 104. About making new friends 
A. No tickets, but some warnings. A. It is very hard for me to do. 
B. I don't drive a car. B. I like to make new friends. 
C. I have had one or two tickets. C. I can do it but don't like to. 
D. I have had quite a few. D. A little hard, but I like to do it. 
E. I drive but never had a ticket. E. It is neither easy nor hard. 
(Go to the next column.) (Turn to the next page.) 
105. About having dates 
A. Neither my parents nor I do much about it. 
E. I have dates quite often. 
C. I believe my parents would not let me. 
D. I am too young for ,Q~tes. 
E. My parents leave it up t.o me. 
·ft 
106. About boxing ': 
A. I would dislike it very much. 
E. I might do it but would not like it. 
C. I don't care much about it. 
D. I like to box very much. 
E. I am quite interested in it. 
107. About reading the sporting page 
A. I always read it. 
E. I never look at it. 
C. I read it nearly every day. 
D. I don't pay much attention to it. 
E. I read it once in a while. 
108. About liking to go hunting 
A. I might do it but would not li~e to. 
E. I would like it very much. 
C. I would not like it at all. 
D. I never thought much about it. 
E. I would probably like it a little. 
109. About reading the fashion page 
A. Usually I would not read it. 
E. I read it almost every day. 
C. I would not unless something very unusual. 
D. I would not even look at it. 
E. I always read it. 
110. About what I like to read 
A. I like mystery and adventure best. 
E. Mostly about family and home. 
C. I like Wild West stories best. 
D. I like all kinds of stories. 
E. I like love stories best. 
111. About my hobbies 
A. I have several; mostly alone with them. 
E. I spend a little time on hobbies. ' 
C. I don't have any at all. 
D. We share many hobbies together at home. 
E. I have as many as my friends do. 
112. About the movies 
A. I learn a few useful things from them. 
E. I get ideas from them for my hobbies. 
C. Sometimes I learn a little from them. 
D. I go just for something to do. 
E. I go just for a good time. 
(Go to the next column.) 
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113. About reading books and 
A. I don't read hardly any at all. 
E. I read the movie magaztnes. 
C. :r'read mostly Collier's, ~aturday 
Post, or Reader's Digest. 
D. I read only good fiction or novels. 
E. I read mostly Wild West or love stories. 
114. About listening to the radio 
A. I listen to all the exciting adventures. 
E. We listen to lots of the best music. 
C. I pick out a few good programs. 
D. I listen a little to different things. 
E. I don't pay much attention to it. 
115. About going to dances 
A. I think I will like it later on. 
E. I am too young except for school dances. 
C. My parents don't pay much attention. 
D. I often go to public dances. .. 
E. I will never want to dance. 
.. 
116. About deciding what work (job) I will 
A. I keep changing my mind. 
E. I still don't have any idea. 
C. I do some thinking about it. 
D. I feel fairly sure about it. 
E. I have already made up my mind. 
• 
117. About helping me de~ide my vocation 
A. I sometimes listen to a little advice. 
B. I am going to decide for. myself. 
C. No one is doing much about it. 
D. My friends think they know what is best for 
E. My parents are deciding for me. -I 
118. About seeing people work at jobs I 
A. I have never seen anything that appeals. 
E. They were poor workers; I could do better. 
C. I have seen both good and poor workers. 
D. I have seen only good workers. 
E. I don't know whether they ,are good or 
119. In helping to decide my vocation 
A. I have read and talked about it. 
E. No one gives me much help with it. 
C. I have read a little about it. 
D. I have talked to some workers about it. 
E. I have never found out anything about it. 
120. About my chances·of success 
A. I am sure I will succeed. 
E. I don't have much idea about it. 
C. I am just trusting to luck. 
D. I think I have a good chance. 
E. My chances are probably fair. 
(Go back over each page to make sure you have i1'lrl'i"n.t~ 
your response to each exercise. Then hand in your /)n("JC1~'J;. 
RECORD BLANK AND SCORING KEY 
DETROIT ADJUSTMENT INVENTORY 
" (Alpha Form of "Telling What I Do") 
WEIGHTEDf 
Responses 
l's 
Name ............ . . ............ ~ ............................................................................... Sex .................................... Grade .................................... . 
2's 
3's 
4's 
5's 
First Last 
Age ...................................................... SchooL ........................................................................................................ Date ....................................... . 
Years Months 
Topic 1 
I. HEALTH 
1. Health D never well 
2. Size E fat and teased 
3. Height B tall and teased 
4. Skin A bothered by acne 
5. Heart E no play 
II. SLEEPING - EATING 
6. Bed 
7. Sleeping 
8. Alone 
9. Mealtime 
10. Foods 
A couch or cot 
B awake, noise 
C three or more 
E scold, quarrel 
E angry 
III. SELF - CARE 
11. Face and hands C usually dirty 
12. Hair D worry, poor 
13. Clothes A never look well 
14. Teeth E ache 
15. Body D careless 
IV. HABITS 
16. Nails B worry, bite 
17. Blushing. E worry, always 
18. Dizzy A worry, often dizzy 
19. Sitting still E never able 
20. Fainting C quite often 
V. WORRIES 
21. Parents ill D worry self sick 
22. End of world E worry much 
23. Daydreaming A most of the time 
24. Makeup mind B worry can't do 
25. Laugh at me A worries very much 
VI. FEARS 
26. Thunderstorms E always scared 
27. Alone in dark E badly scared 
28. High place B want to jump 
29. Stranger alone A often quite scared 
2 
B sick, not w()rried 
C thin and teased 
A short and teased 
C oily and shiny 
B no hard play 
E very hard 
E many dreams 
A hate two 
B don't like 
B cake, candy 
B always hard to do 
E make fun of 
E don't fit 
A looks worry 
C fair sometimes 
C can't help 
D sometimes teased 
D not bothered 
B usually not 
B once in a while 
B worry much 
C sometimes 
D few spells 
A not quickly 
B worry some 
B sometimes scared 
A try not 
C more than admit 
D little scared 
3 
E fair A not often 
B little fat D little thih 
C little short D little tall 
E too dry and scaly D acne not bad 
A average C never th4J.k about 
C average B above average 
D often short C usually fair 
D two, fair E separate, same 
A fairly well C usually pleasant 
D careful A like most 
E average A sometimes praised 
C good as others A others admire 
B good as others C good example 
D little bother B average 
E teased too clean A well as others 
A just break D fair shape 
C often blush A boast never blush 
E grew out of it B seldom 
C average D usually can 
E at times feel like D average 
A hide worry C usually don't 
B once in a while D can't do anything 
C means little ~ seldom 
D quick as others E after a while 
D average E usually not worry 
C try not be scared A enjoy them 
D scared little B don't think about 
D little scared A all right if try 
B not bothered 
B don't mind 
Total 
5 
C neversi 
A neither 
E neither 
B clear 
D doctor'~ 
B 
D rather 
B 
E 
B 
C 
A 
A never 
E get 
A never 
B never 
C right 
C laugh 
ANGER 
ums C often A once in a while B angry only E little sometimes D never 
k my things B angry at self E hard not to D poorlul!k C more careful A own fault 
one hurts me A hurt back D avoid E not notice B ask them not to C did not mean 
break my D break theirs ,'J E stay away A try not upset B ask more careful C an accident 
s are hurt 
·ft C try not to be angry B try to stop D not my business A don't like E fight for them 
-: 
PITY 
B can't see me C pretend don't see D all right alone A others help E glad to help 
rt D sorry for self E little sorry C glad others pity A seldom sorry B reason it out 
A don't notice E avoid B others help D sometimes help C try to help 
B no attention A little pity C hope cared for E often pity D want to help 
C their fault D don't think much A hope better E others help B help all I can 
ODD MIXER 
rowd D get away C usually dislike E neutral B like sometimes A always enjoy 
g to friends D never much E hope they talk C don't care A sometimes B always like 
s B never go E when urged C don't care much D sometimes A like much 
e acquainted A try to avoid B do little E met before D like sometimes C always help 
a crowd C always shy D usually shy E probably a little B don't think much A never shy 
FERIOR· SUPERIOR 
D usually ashamed C little ashamed B don't think much A fairly happy E always proud 
D worry, homely E try not to worry C average A usually happy B quite happy 
I marks B quite ashamed A not my fault D average E usually happy C very proud 
I teams D worried not make E little worry C not among few B enjoy them A proud to be 
popular A worry E do not worry C average D little popular . B happy to be 
PTIMISM . PESSIMISM 
leader D know never will B chances poor E chances fair A do what I can C high hopes 
rich E quite poor C not very poor B neither D little rich A quite hopeful 
yOI' sad B usually unhappy A little sad C average E sometimes happy D always . 
g a job A worry never get C no use worry E fair chances D pretty good B sure to get 
's future E very dark B not get to'o bad A stay same C hope some better D much better 
WILL POWER 
study A ,easy to let slide E find excuses C just fair B try hard D easy to do 
'gtoo much B always do E many excuses D like others C try hard A never do 
lolling fears C can't do A try, no success D not many E fairly well B easy to 
right E often don't B find excuses A like others do C must try D easy to do 
gupmind E others do B seldom do D neutral A sometimes easy C always easy 
i , HOME STATUS ! 
I 
ish C no English B parents, not much E English part time A mostly English D all English 
, 
Irg home D with relatives E rent, move often C rent, seldom move A partly paid B all or mostly 
Iflts' health A both usually ill E father often B one sometimes C mostly well D always well 
'I 
:Frworking E idle long time A like to, not able D half time B most of time C always 
,jeS on street D very poor C rather poor E not nice as before A fairly good B like very 
il 
II HOME ATMOSPHERE 'I ~ i 
'I !,es B never any C too wild A very few D often nice E 
is, Magazines E hardly any D not very good C don't care A too highbrow 
with parents A never do anything D long time since E just.let me go B once in a while 
xv. HOME ATTITUDES 
71. Siblings D always argue 
72. Punishing E too.easy 
73. My helping A too,easy 
74. Favorite child B another is 
75. Parents watching A al.ays watching 
XVI. GROWING UP 
76. Liberty E not at all 
77- Feeling awkward E all arms, legs 
78. Being grown up B don't seem at all 
79. Arguing at home A all the time 
80. Deciding when D did it all for me 
younger 
XVII. SCHOOLS 
81. Desks, walls C mark quite a lot 
82. Studies B like none 
83. Talk, whisper A quite a lot 
84. Liking teachers D none very much 
85. Truant E go, get others 
XVIII. SPORTSMANSHIP 
86. Lose a game 
87. Taking turn 
88. Rules 
89. Starting 
90. Sharing 
XIX. MORALS 
91. Charity 
92. Taking more 
93. Borrowing 
94. Right or wrong 
95. Truth 
B real angry 
D among first 
A suit myself 
B never start 
C don't like to 
D not enough self 
D whenever I can 
B hope they forget 
A wrong, if easier 
C poor reputation 
XX. DELINQUENCY 
96. Tickets 
97. Little children 
98. Truant home 
99. Taking things 
100. Probation, 
detention home 
XXI. FRIENDS 
101. Parents 
102. Type 
103. Number 
104. New friends 
105. Dates 
D quite a few 
D like to tease 
B several times 
D easy to do 
A both few times 
D parents choose 
E mostly bad 
B hardly any 
A very hard 
B argue sometimes 
C varies 
D varies 
A others think I am 
B not much as should 
B friends have more 
A little awkward 
C few things only 
D quite few things 
A no one did much 
A few times 
E dislike most 
D one or two classes 
E dislike most 
C go when asked 
C hard not to 
E last bothers me 
E get away with 
A can, don't like 
D refuse when asked 
C when made to 
E might get caught 
E pay if asked 
B don't try ,hard 
D at times careless 
C one or two 
E don't mean to 
A once 
E expect to repay 
E both once or twice 
B friends don't like 
C hope not bad 
A one or two 
C can, but don't like 
4 have none 
B like others 
C average 
D have none 
D well off as others 
C like my friends 
D like my friends 
Din-between 
E just fair 
C once in a while 
B once or twice 
D some each way 
E answer others 
A about even 
B go alone 
D just bad luck 
C do like others 
B well as others 
C when asked 
A both ways 
E once in a while 
C like others do 
C slips my mind 
E like others do 
E fairly well 
B don't drive 
C don't if out way 
D once, right back 
C at times suspected 
C probation once 
E I choose some 
B average 
C few only 
E neutral 
C fairly well 
D too strict 
E too strict 
E little jealousy 
E once in a while 
A too much 
B getting over it 
A quite a start 
B seldom 
B some things 
E want to but don't 
C try to like 
B don't but want to 
B like most 
D wanteq but didn't 
A must lose some 
A don't mind last 
D mostly all right 
E do sometimes 
E quite often 
B often a little 
A try not too much 
D after a while 
D intend to 
B intend to 
A just warnings 
A tryhar~ 
E just thought about 
B sometimes do 
D q!lestioned once 
A fairly well 
D mostly good 
E fairly good 
D hard but like 
not let me now 
E always we 
A fair but.tfil 
B fair but e:ll 
C all alike 
C can trust I 
D reasonabll 
C never beel 
E quite groVl 
C never 
E many thin 
D never diq 
A like all vel 
C neverexce 
C like all 
A never waY: 
E try 
B 
C 
D 
B 
A all I can 
B never'do 
A right 
C try to 
A always 
E 
B 
C 
A 
B never 
11. l\.'-'.lI.l"U .1VU,\. 1 I1J.\..1. 
Buxing A dislikes very much B do not like C don't care much E quite interested D 
Sport page B never do E once in a while D little attention C nearly every day A 
Hunting C not like at all A do not like D never"thought E like a little B 
Fashion page E always re!ld itr B read every day A usually not C no, unless unu,.ual D 
Reading E love stories:~st B family and home D all kinds A mystery, adventure C 
'. Boxing D like very m!'(ch E quite interested C don't Gare much B do not like A dislike 
Sport page A always read C nearly every day D little attention C once in a while B 
'. Hunting B like very much E like a little D never thought A do not like C 
I. Fashion page D would not look at C no, unless unusual A usually not B read every day E 
,. Reading C Wild West A mystery, adventure D all kinds B family and home E 
III. HOBBIES 
mber C none B little time E same as friends A several, alone 
vies D something to do E just good time C learn a little A few useful 
Iks, Magazines A hardly at all E Wild West 01' love B movie magazines C Collier's, etc, D 
iio E not much atten. A exciting advent. I D different things B best music C 
[lces 
or younger: D often public C parents no att. E never want to A like later B 
~r older: B too young A like later E never want to C parents no att. D 
IV. VOCATIONS 
decided B not yet C some thinking A keep changing D fairly sure E 
iding E parents deciding D friends deciding C not doing much A sometimes listen B 
ing workers A nothing appeals D only good workers E may be good or poor B were pour C 
d about E know nothing about B I get no help C read a little D talked to workers A 
inces C trusting to iuck B not much idea E chances fair D good chance A 
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